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Abstract 

Svenska Cellulosa Aktiebolag, SCA, is one of the leading forest industries which produces 
and sell products like pulp, solid wood, publication paper and personal care products. The 
distribution and logistic unit for Forest products, one of the company’s business areas, is SCA 
Transforest.  
  
The goods are transported from the producing unit to one of Transforests terminals for further 
transportation to the customers. Transforest use specially made RoRo vessels with a cassette 
system to transport good to the European market. A cassette is a type of goods-carrier on 
which the goods are loaded. The purposes with using goods-carries are to reduce the 
discharging time for the vessel, the risk of damage to the goods and number of handling the 
goods. The reduction of the handling is achieved by direct loading. The goods are loaded from 
one goods-carrier directly on to next without any extra value adding handling. Today the 
terminals have different routines for when to direct load and when not to. The terminals have 
internal targets for direct deliver and to be able to reach those they direct deliver as much as 
possible without considering the loading efficiency. For some of the direct deliveries 
performed the efficiency and the economy are questionable. 
 
The purpose of the thesis was to study the loading efficiency at the foreign terminals, to detect 
variables which affect the loading result and create routines for when to direct deliver. Focus 
for the study has been the terminal in Rotterdam. To achieve this interviews and observations 
were performed at the terminals. Then a time study was conducted at the Rotterdam terminal 
and the costs connected to the loading procedures were identified. The new routines for direct 
delivery are presented below. 
 

• The Advice for the loading instruction should be received by the forwarding 
department one day before the vessels arrival at the terminal. 

• Do not direct deliver less than a full lorry, preferably more than 24 ton. 
• Do not direct deliver if the cassette contains more than three production orders. 
• Do not direct deliver if the load has to be taken from more than one cassette. 
• The cassettes must not stand at the terminals longer than two calls. 
• Discharge the reels that are not for direct loading in to bay to make the reels for 

direct delivery easier to access. 
 
To achieve a more efficient loading procedure at the terminals, time registration should be 
introduced in the terminals so they can have a better control over the activities performed. The 
reservation of the reels should be done by the stevedoring personnel and not the forwarding 
department. The stevedores have a better control over the stock and therefore can coordinate 
the loading more efficient. To avoid that the sale offices order reels without a customer, 
harder sanctions should be placed on them for the reels not sold. The internal goal of direct 
delivery should be reviewed to see if it is a suited target for the terminal because they can not 
affect the outcome. SCA should also try to sell VMI solutions to their customers. SCA will 
get a better control of the production planning and information of the customer delivery will 
be available earlier in the supply chain which makes it possible to coordinate the transports 
better. 
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Terminology 
 
Bay 
 
 

 
Marked areas on the warehouses floors where the goods that will be loading 
later are placed. 
 

Call 
 

When the vessel arrives at the harbour. 

EDI 
 
 
 

Electronic Data Interchange, data is transferred between two computer systems 
in a predefined form so that the receiving system can receive and process the 
information. 

Grammage 
 

The density of the product per square centimetre. 

ISAC 
 
 

A stock and delivery administration system. The logistic software used by 
Transforest. 
 

Lash 
 

Securing of the goods. 

Stuffing 
 

When goods are loaded into containers. 

TALLY 
 
 

A computer system in the terminal trucks used for electronic loading 
instruction, scanning of the reels and registration of the handlings performed. 
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1 Introduction 
This chapter presents the background, purpose, scope and limitation of the thesis as well as 

the outline of the report. 

1.1 Background to direct deliveries 

Transforest implemented in collaboration with MoDo, now M-Real, a distribution system for 
goods transports to the foreign terminals in 1996, Distribution 95. More information about 
Distribution 95, also called D95, will be presented later in the thesis. The D95 system means 
that Transforest use RoRo vessels, roll on-roll off, with a cassette system. With D95 the goods 
are preloaded on cassettes, a type of goods-carrier, before the vessel arrives to the terminal. 
Transforest use the cassette system to reduce the discharge and loading time for the vessels as 
well as reducing the risk of damaging the goods. The loading and discharging procedure with 
the D95 system is only four-five hours at each terminal since it is more effective to load 
preloaded cassettes instead of loading one reel at the time. The short discharging and loading 
time and a reduction of damage to the products was the most important purpose with the 
distribution system. 
 
Another purpose with the cassette system was to reduce the number of handlings of the goods 
and also the costs. It is done by moving the goods directly from one goods-carrier to another 
instead of first putting it in to a warehouse and thereafter load it on to a goods-carrier, Cross-
docking. The main part of the goods at the Swedish terminals is directly loaded on to a 
cassette from the lorries that transport goods from the mills. When the vessel arrives at the 
terminal the cassettes easily loaded on to the system vessels. In the foreign terminals the 
cassettes are quickly discharged and the goods can be loaded directly from the cassettes to a 
lorry for further transport to the end customer, direct delivery. 
  
To encourage the SCA mills to support the direct loading Transforest introduced a discount 
for every ton of the mills’ products directs loaded. The discount is between two and three 
Euros per ton, depending on which terminal is loading the products. The SCA terminals have 
direct loading/delivery as one of the most important internal targets. The sales offices also 
have it as an important target and try to create opportunities for direct loading in the terminals. 

1.1.1 Problem background 
The foreign SCA terminals have different rules how to direct deliver and when not to direct 
deliver. The terminal in Tilbury try to direct deliver as much of the LWC paper as possible 
within ten days after arrival at the terminal. The Rotterdam Terminal direct deliver the goods 
within three days after arrival at the terminal and the information regarding the deliveries are 
available the day before the cassettes are discharged from the vessel. In Lübeck there are 
more strict rules for when direct deliveries should be performed. They demand a minimum 
amount of 20 tons of goods on the cassette for the direct delivery. They only move the 
cassette twice to make it available to direct deliver and the lorry may only take goods from 
one cassette.  
 
The amount of time the cassettes are standing at the terminals available for direct deliveries 
are also different between the terminals. Tilbury keeps the goods on cassettes for ten days, 
Lübeck seven days and Rotterdam only three days. After this number of days the terminals 
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empties the remaining goods from the cassettes to the warehouse bays and send the cassettes 
back to Sweden for loading new goods. 
 
Direct delivery is very efficient at the foreign terminals when the cassettes consist of maybe 
only one production order or when there are only a small number of transport orders on the 
cassette. It is also efficient to direct deliver when the reels are placed on the cassette so it is 
easy to access. When a cassette consists of many different production orders, the orders are 
not easily accessed or when only a small part of the reels on the cassette is to be direct 
delivered, the economy of direct loading is questionable. 

1.2 Purpose 

The purpose of the thesis is to find parameters that affect the efficiency of the loading 
procedure which can give guidance on when it is economical or not to direct deliver. New 
routines when to perform direct delivery will be established from the result of the parameters. 
The report will also include suggestions of changes to improve the total efficiency and 
economy of the company other then the direct delivery routines. 

1.3 Scope and limitations  

The foreign terminals which will be studied in this thesis are Interforest Terminal London and 
Interforest Terminal Rotterdam with focus on the Rotterdam terminal. Interforest Terminal 
Lübeck will only be studied for benchmarking purpose in this thesis because their operation is 
outsourced. Only two products will be studied, as a request from SCA Transforest, which is 
another limitation for the thesis. The two products that will be studied are the Newsprint, NP, 
and Light Weight Coated, LWC, paper products produced by the SCA mill Ortviken. These 
products have the highest direct delivery rates at the foreign terminals today. The situation 
studied in this thesis is goods for further transportation with lorries. Goods for stuffing in to 
containers for over seas transport from the terminal in Rotterdam will not be included in the 
study. 

1.4 Outline of the thesis 

Chapter 2: A description of the research methods used to conduct this thesis will be 
described in this chapter. 
 
Chapter 3: This chapter will present the theoretic framework on with the study is based on. 
 
Chapter 4: This chapter will give the reader an introduction to the SCA group, Transforest 
and its terminals. Information about the products, customers, and the ordering process and 
how the terminals work with direct deliveries are presented. 
 
Chapter 5: The result from the time study conducted at the terminal in Rotterdam is 
presented in this chapter.  
 
Chapter 6: The cost connected to the two ways of loading, from cassettes and from bay, is 
presented in this chapter. Analysis which the new direct delivery routines are based on is also 
included in this chapter. 
 
Chapter 7: This chapter presents suggestions on how to change the operation at the terminals 
to increase their loading efficiency. 
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Chapter 8: Direct deliveries and the conclusions drawn in the thesis will be discussed in this 
chapter. Suggestions on further research at Transforest are also presented. 
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2 Methodology 
A description of the research methods used to conduct this thesis will be described in this 

chapter. 

2.1 Research purpose  

The purpose with this thesis is to look at the efficiency of direct delivery at the foreign SCA 
terminals and develop new routines for when to perform direct delivery and when not to.  

2.2 Research strategy 

There are according to Patel & Davidsson (2003) three main research strategies when 
conduction a study: Case study, survey and experimental. 
 
A case study means a detailed and deep analyze of a single case witch can be an individual, a 
situation or an organization. This kind of research strategy can also be used when the goal is 
to examine few numbers of cases and compare them with each other. (Bryman and Bell, 2005 
 
A survey means that a study is conducted on a larger well defined group by questionnaires or 
interviews. This strategy gives the possibility to gather information on a large number of 
variables as well as large quantity of information on small number variables. Survey is 
generally used to answer the questions: what, were, when and how. (Patel & Davidsson 
,2003) 
 
With an experimental strategy few variables are a studied in an environment which is as 
controlled as possible. (Patel & Davidsson, 2003) The purpose with an experiment is to 
establish causality. An example of this is the use of medication and recovery to health. There 
are two types of variables needed to be defined, the dependent- and independent variable. 
When conducting an experiment, the experiment groups and a control group are compared to 
see what effect the different levels of the independent variable have on the dependent 
variable. (Eriksson & Wiedersheim-Paul, 1997) 
 
A case study with the purpose of analyzing the delivery procedures in the foreign terminals is 
the research strategy best suited to find a solution to the problem studied in this thesis.  

2.3 Data retrieval 

Data used when conduction this thesis were both primary and secondary data. 

2.3.1 Primary data and its collection 
Primary data is the one that is collected directly for the purpose of the research. There are 
different ways of collecting this type of data depending on the goal of the study and on the 
type of method used. There are two types of approach when carrying out a research: a 
quantitative and a qualitative. (Bryman and Bell, 2005) 
 
A quantitative approach is usually used when the problem area of the study is concentrate on 
making quantification when collecting and analyzing the relevant data. Usually the data is 
collected through a big scale survey and analyzed objectively to come to a general applicable 
conclusion (Ibid). 
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A qualitative approach is used when words and interpretation are the important characteristics 
of the data collected. The purpose of the study is typically to generate a new theory or model, 
to deeply understand a phenomenon and to subjectively interpret different results. When 
adopting this approach the usual ways of colleting data are characterized by a nearer relation 
with the sample selected. Those are observations, interviews and active participation (Ibid). 

2.3.1.1 Active participation 

Active participation is conducted when the aim of the research is to directly influence an 
environment or a target population to be able to collect different results. The researcher 
actively takes part in the study and analyzes the data collected in order to come to different 
outcomes (Ibid). 
 
The author did not influence the environment when conducting this study, no active 
participation from my side was executed. 

2.3.1.2 Observations 

Collecting data trough observations means that the researcher uses a model to assemble 
information when studying different types of behavior. According Bryman & Bell (2005) 
there are six types of observation techniques:  
 

• Structured observations have a predefined schedule to collect information.   
• Systematic observations also have a predefined schedule, but develop through a longer 

period of time with regular intervals. 
• Participated observations mean that the researcher finds him/her-self in a particular 

situation during a rather long time and has the possibility to influence the surrounding 
environment. 

• No participated observations are the same as the previous with the difference that the 
researcher cannot influence the environment. 

• Unstructured observations are carried out without a predefined schedule. 
• Simple observations are those that cannot influence either the environment or the 

structure of the observation. Governed observations mean that the researcher cannot 
manipulate the environment, but can change the direction of the observation to study 
different results. 

 
In this study both structured and unstructured observation methods have been used for 
collecting data trough observations. The structured observation was used to get a base to work 
from when collecting data and the unstructured observation was used to get a wider view of 
the situations observed. 

2.3.1.3 Interviews 

There are three ways of conducting an interview to get access to different information.  
• Structured interviews are those with defined and detailed questions that are prepared 

by the researcher in advance. This type is useful when the time is restricted and there 
is a need for clear and specific answers. 

• Semi structured interviews are those that have some kind of preparation, but leave 
place for free discussion and changing of topic. Those are preferable when there is 
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more time and the interviewer wants to follow the development in the dialogue and 
gain as much information as possible around different subjects.  

• Unstructured interviews have no plan, are more of a conversation and are often used 
by experienced interviewer because they can control the risk of missing the point or 
leaving to much freedom in the answers. (Bryman and Bell, 2005) 

 
My interviews have been performed semi structured to get a base to work from and still give 
the persons interviewed the possibility to discus freely about the situation studied. 

2.3.2 Secondary data 

Secondary data is a data that has already been collected by other researchers with similar or 
completely different purposes, but is relevant for a new study. (Bryman and Bell, 2005) 
 
In this study secondary data in form of delivery information from SCA’s database has been 
used as well as information from the internal webpage. The delivery information is used in the 
thesis as a compliment to the primary data collected to create as complete picture of the 
situation as possible. Secondary data from textbooks and reports also has been used when 
conducting this thesis. 

2.4 Validity and Reliability 

To avoid that the study contains false conclusions the author should strive to reach high 
validity and reliability. (Lekvall & Wahlbin, 2001) 

2.4.1 Validity 

Validity is the concept used to define if the result of the research answers the initial problem 
in a satisfactory way. (Bryman and Bell, 2005). According to Brymann and Bell (2005) there 
are two kind of validity that must be taken into consideration when conducting a study: intern 
and extern validity. 
 

• Intern validity measures how much the causal relation between two or more variables 
is valid. 

• Extern validity considers in what level the aim of the problem has been conceptualized 
in order to be able to make it measurable when performing a study. 

 
To increase both the internal and external validity of the primary data used in this thesis have 
interviews have been conducted with personnel on several levels of the organisation and 
different parts of the company. The author had knowledge about the company and the 
operations before the start of the thesis which decreases the risk of misunderstanding during 
the interviews which increases the validity. The secondary data from textbooks and reports 
are by the author considered to be valid. 

2.4.2 Reliability 
This concept is used to verify the authenticity of the research through considering the 
possibility of doing the study another time and checking if the result would be the same or if 
the outcomes are influenced by temporarily events. (Bryman and Bell, 2005). 
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By interviewing several people on different levels of the company during this thesis eventual 
random errors are avoided. The information gathering for the time study was performed by 
the “Checkers” at the Rotterdam terminal. They work with the studied situation every day and 
have the most knowledge of the problem. The information was filled in standardised 
questioners which were later examined by the author. This decreases the possibility of errors 
and increases the reliability. One weakness in the reliability of the primary data is that the 
time study was conducted only for a short period which means that the information do not 
include possible variety.  

2.5 Course of action 

In order to carry out this research a qualitative approach has been used. A qualitative 
approach are used because the intention of the research is to gain a deeper understanding of a 
subject by collecting primary data and subjectively interpret the meaning of the results to be 
able to give eventual recommendations and advices. When conducting this thesis the 
companies and activities that affect the loading efficiency were mapped. Then a time study at 
the Rotterdam terminal was conducted and the costs connected to the loading activities were 
investigated. From this information new routines and suggestions of improvement were 
developed.
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3 Theoretical frame of reference 
This chapter will present the theoretic framework on with the study is based on. 

 

These theories are not directly applicable for my thesis however they are the foundation for 
the conclusion drawn. 

3.1 Logistic efficiency 

The logistic efficiency for a company can be described with three variables: logistic costs, 
customer service and tied up capital. The results for these three variables are depending on 
each other. To improve the efficiency for one of the variables can have the consequence that 
the efficiency is reduced for one of the other variables. An example of the dependence 
between the variables is when a cost reduction for the transports can lead to a reduction of the 
number of deliveries to the customer, a reduction of the service level. When the time between 
the deliveries is longer the company might need to have a larger stock level, more tied up 
capital, if they do not want to reduce the service to the customer (Lumsden, 2006). 
 
All companies strive to get the best Target mix, when the three variables are optimized so that 
the efficiency as a whole are balanced to a satisfied level. Sometimes it is more profitable 
when looking at the company as a whole to have one of the variables less efficient (Ibid). 

 

 
Figure 3.1: The relation between the efficiency variables. 

3.2 Distribution 

The way a company chooses to distribute their products can be crucial for the profitability and 
competitive status on the market. It is important for the companies to have a cost efficient way 
to deliver the products to the customers with short delivery cycle and high degree of service 
(Jonsson & Mattsson, 2005). 

3.2.1 Terminal theories 

A terminal is a place to which goods are transported, handled and transported out to the 
customer. The handlings can bee activities like sorting goods, splitting up large shipments or 
putting together a combination of goods to the customers. The terminal has a central role in 
the distribution chain because it can reduce the time for delivery to the customer. There is 

Logistic costs 
•Handling 

•Transport 

•Management 

Customer service 
•Delivery cycle 

•Delivery dependability 

•Service level 

•Flexibility 

Tied up capital 
•Storage 

•Work in process 

•Inventory 
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often necessary to store some goods at the terminal because it is hard to synchronise the 
incoming and outgoing deliveries (Jonsson & Mattssson, 2005).  

3.2.1.1 Warehouse efficiency 

The warehouse design affects the efficiency of the goods handling and the utilisation of the 
warehouse space. Handling and utilisation of the space are often in conflict with each other 
because an efficient handling often means that more space is needed so the goods are easy 
accessed. The warehouse space should only be used to the degree that the handling of the 
goods are not affected negative and lead to an increase of costs. The cost efficient warehouse 
design is a compromise between the cost for handling and the cost for storing the goods. The 
optimal warehouse design is when the sum of handling and warehouse costs are as low as 
possible (Lumsden, 2006). 

 

   
Figure 3.2: The cost for handling and storing as a function of turnover. 

3.2.1.2 Cross-docking 

“Cross-docking or flow-through distribution is a direct flow or merchandise/product from 
receiving to shipping ,thus eliminating additional handling and storage steps in the 
distribution cycle.”  The definition of Cross-docking according to Van Weele (2005). 
 
The demand from the producing companies to reduce the cycle time, tied up capital as well as 
the demand of short delivery cycle and available products put pressure on the distribution 
system. The demand of constant replenishment and reduction of stock levels from the 
customers also has increased the demand for a faster distribution system with less handling of 
the products. Cross-docking is used to describe the efficiency of the physical handling of the 
goods to fulfil the demands (Lumsden, 2006). 
 
According to Lumsden (2006) there are several definitions of Cross-docking. The demand of 
fast moving goods without any storing is common with all of the definitions. 
 

• The ideal loading according to Cross-docking is to load goods from the incoming 
trailer on to a suitable outgoing transport to the place of delivery. 

• Cross-docking is when a large incoming goods transport is split up in to smaller 
outgoing transports. This process involves scheduling of the incoming and outgoing 
transports within a time period of twenty-four hours. The result will be that the goods 
are never stocked. It will pass through the terminal directly. 

Turnover 

Cost per unit 

Warehouse cost 

Handling cost 
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• Cross-docking means that the goods are not received at the terminal and placed in the 
warehouse for loading later. It will pass through the terminal directly and delivered 
without any value adding handling. 

• Cross-docking is a large and invisible technique for logistic, were the goods are 
constantly transported to the terminal for sorting, packing and delivering to the 
customer without any storing. All of this should be done within 48 hours. 

• To maximise the logistic savings by eliminating the storing of goods. 
 
For Cross-docking to work as efficiently as possible information to and from the terminal are 
very important. The information flow between the producer and the customer is also 
important. Sufficient information between the actors in the supply chain is a condition to be 
able to handle and sort the goods as fast and efficient as possible (Lumsden, 2006). The 
information system therefore must contain and show specific information about: 

• What is sent to the terminal, how and when will it be delivered, at what quantity and 
composition and how will it be identified.  

• How should it be handled and is it fragile. 
• Where will it be transported and when will it be delivered to the customer.  

3.3 Vendor Management Inventory 

Vendor Management Inventory, VMI, is a replenishment program that use the information 
exchanged between customer and supplier to make it possible for the supplier to manage and 
replenish the products to the predefined product levels. The customer provides the supplier 
the information needed so they can maintain the product levels according to customer 
demand. This also gives the supplier the opportunity better to plan and anticipate the amount 
of products needed to be produced for delivery to the customer (Van Weele, 2005).   
 
Through the electronic transfer of information a better visibility across the supply chain is 
achieved. When using VMI the forecasting, scheduling, requisitioning and ordering are not 
done by the customer but the supplier. EDI is an integral part of VMI process and is an 
important part in the data communication. The customer sends information of the sales and 
inventory levels via EDI to the supplier. They process the information and create the 
purchasing order based on the established inventory levels and fill rate (Ibid). 
 
Some of the VMI benefits according to Van Weele (2005) are: 

• Eliminate the repetitive purchasing activities, resulting in a considerable reduction in 
receiving costs. 

• The cost of the processing claims is lowered. 
• Reduced inventory and increased inventory turnovers. 
• The cost for shipping will be reduced as well as the lead times. 
• Build stronger and lasting relationship between the customer and supplier. 
• The customer can focus on producing and selling their products instead of purchasing 

components. 
 
One of the problems when using VMI is that problem with the EDI interchange can occur 
when different EDI standards are used. The EDI standard has to be compatible between the 
companies’ computer systems. For VMI to work employee acceptance and trust among the 
supply chain also is needed (Ibid). 
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4 Analysis of the present situation    
This chapter will give the reader an introduction to the SCA group, Transforest and its 

terminals. Information about the products, customers, and the ordering process and how the 

terminals work with direct deliveries are presented. 

4.1 SCA group 

Svenska Cellulosa Aktiebolag, SCA, is one of the leading companies in the forest industries 
founded at the end of 1920’s. 
 
The SCA group consists of four business areas: 

• Personal care: products as baby diapers, feminine hygiene and incontinence products. 
• Tissue: products like “away from home” found in public lavatories and consumer 

tissues. 
• Packaging: products as corrugated board, container board as well as consumer and 

protective packaging. 
• Forest products: products such as publication paper, pulp, solid-wood products and 

timber. 
 
SCA sells their products in about 90 countries and the main markets are Europe and North 
America. SCA has got saw mills, pulp and paper mills and other production units in about 40 
countries around the world. 

4.1.1 SCA Transforest 

Transforest is the distribution and logistic unit for Forest products. SCA products are shipped 
to the customer by rail, lorry or ship via one or two of Transforest terminals. The terminals are 
strategically placed around Europe to give the customer deliveries. 
 
Transforest has five terminals located in Europe: 

• Sweden: Interforest Terminal Umeå and Interforest Terminal Sundsvall. 
• Germany: Interforest Terminal Lübeck. 
• Great Britain: Interforest Terminal London. 
• Holland: Interforest Terminal Rotterdam. 

 
Transforest has also associated terminals in: 

• Sweden: Skövde 
• Finland: Vasa 
• Italy: Livorno 
• Ireland: Dublin 
• Great Britain: Hull 

 
The terminals offer services such as stevedoring, warehousing, forwarding, customs clearings 
and ships agents. 

4.2 Distribution 95 

In the beginning of the 1990s Transforest started to design a new distribution system. The 
reason for this was that the existing vessels were getting old and they needed to make the 
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distribution more efficient. At the same time MoDo, now M-Real, was looking for a new 
distribution system for the European market. Transforest and MoDo decided to coordinate the 
transports and together they designed a new distribution system which they called 
Distribution 95, D95. The distribution system is built as a south going transport. D95’s main 
focus is to deliver SCA’s and M-Real’s products to the foreign terminals. The utilization is 
around 98-99% of the vessels capacity in the south going direction and around 90% in the 
north going direction. 

4.2.1 Distribution loops 
Transforest and M-Real divided the distribution system in two separated distribution loops. 
One North Sea Loop that transports goods to Holland and England and one Baltic Sea Loop 
that transport goods to Germany. At the terminals in these countries the goods are reloaded 
for transportation to the end customers. Transforest is responsible for the transportation of 
goods on the North Sea loop. They use three system vessels called Ortviken, Östrand and 
Obbola that each have 165 cassette positions and can load up to 9.000 ton of goods, including 
the weight of the cassettes. The system vessels are loaded with goods in the Swedish ports 
Umeå, Husum, Sundsvall and Iggesund for transportation to Tilbury in England and 
Rotterdam in Holland. After the vessel has been discharged and loaded with goods in 
Rotterdam it will start the journey back to Umeå to restart the loop again. This loop takes 10,5 
days to complete and a picture of the vessels route is presented in figure 4.1 below. 
 

 
Figure 4.1: The North Sea Loop 

 
M-Real is responsible for the transportation in the Baltic Sea Loop with their two vessels 
Viola and Helena. They load goods in the Swedish ports in Umeå, Husum, Sundsvall and 
Iggesund for discharging in the Lübeck Terminal in Germany. Viola have 153 cassette 
positions and can load 8.250 ton, they also have space for 12 Roll-trailers. Helena has 181 
cassette positions, five Roll-trailer positions and can load up to 9.300 ton. The Roll-trailer 
positions can be used for transporting cassettes if extra cassette-space is needed on the vessel. 
It takes seven days for the vessels to complete this loop. Figure 4.2 shows a picture over the 
Baltic Sea Loop. 
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Figure 4.2: The Baltic Sea Loop 

 
Before Transforest changed the distribution system they had three LoLo vessels. The vessels 
had a capacity of 9.000 ton each and the goods had to be loaded in to the cargo hold with a 
crane which lifted the goods with vacuum. The loading procedure for the old vessels was very 
time consuming and needed four to five times more personnel than when loading one of the 
RoRo vessels.  
 
The RoRo vessels call the foreign terminals two times a week and have a very strict time 
table. There has only been about one delay a year since the start of the new distribution 
system. A RoRo vessel that follows the strict schedule and only calls the same ports in a 
system time after time is called system vessels. Transforest not only say what day the vessel 
will arrive to the terminals but also at what time.  

4.2.2 Cassette system 

When designing the distribution system Transforest and MoDo knew that they wanted a 
goods-carrier system to reduce the discharge and loading time. The reduction of loading time 
is the most important target for the distribution system to achieve. By using a goods-carrier 
system the terminals also achieved a more even workload for loading vessels. With D95 the 
loading of the goods is spread even during seven days before the vessels call the terminal. 
When the vessel arrives at the Swedish terminals the goods is preloaded and the loading 
procedures for the vessels are only the loading of the goods-carriers. Then the cassettes are 
placed on one of the vessels two cassette decks without having to be secured on to the vessel. 
They are placed closely together on the deck so that there is no space available for the 
cassettes to move around during the sea transport. A picture of a RoRo vessel in cross section 
is viewed in figure 4.3 below. 
 

Umeå 

Husum 

 

Sundsvall 
Iggesund 

Lübeck 
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Figure 4.3: A system vessel in cross sections. 
 
The two alternatives for goods-carrier that Transforest and MoDo investigated more closely 
were containers and cassettes. They choose the cassettes because it better fulfilled the 
demands that they had. The containers can only load goods up to 25 ton, if the bottom is not 
reinforced, while the cassette can load up to 60 ton. A container takes up the same space when 
loaded as when unloaded. The cassettes can be stacked on top on each other which means that 
more space is left on the vessels for transporting non-cassette goods in a north going 
direction. Most of the goods that are transported in a north going direction are loaded on 
cassettes but for the products that are not suited for that type of loading the empty cassette 
positions are used. A picture of a stack of empty cassettes can be viewed in figure 4.4 below. 
 

 
Figure 4.4: Five empty cassettes stacked on top of each other. 

 
The products that are sent to the foreign terminals are in large quantities and then split-up for 
delivery to the customer. All of the reels for one order might not have the same delivery date 
so it would not be suited to use the containers for transportation of the goods because it would 
mean more reloading time. It is not cost efficient to load containers in the Swedish terminals 
for delivery direct to the customers. The reels to be loaded might not fill the entire container, 
the reels might not fit in the container and so on. The containers take longer time to load than 
cassettes, the risk of damaging the goods when loaded are larger. The goods needs to be 
secured properly so the reels will not move around in the container during transport and trucks 
that are suited for loading container are needed. 
 
The cassettes are big boards made of steel that have a loading area of 12x2,50 meters and can 
load goods up to 60 tons. The purposes with the cassettes are to reduce the handling of the 
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goods as well as the costs. The discharge and loading time for the vessels with a cassette 
system is four hours for five persons. The short time for the vessel at the quay side is due to a 
combination of preloaded goods and that the cassettes do not have to be secured on the vessel. 
The usage of the cassettes has reduced the amount of reels damaged when loading and 
discharging the vessels and during the sea transport with around 90%. The reels are secured 
on the cassette and can not move around in the cargo hold during transport. It is also easier to 
load the goods on a cassette with higher precision than in the cargo hold on a LoLo vessel. 
The reduction of the number of hours that the goods are handled due to the way that the 
cassette is loaded also helps to reduce the damages on the goods. A lot of the reels were 
damaged during the loading of the LoLo vessels because the vacuum of the crane was bad or 
that the surface of the reel was not even enough to create sufficient vacuum. 
 
Using cassettes means that more storage space in the terminals is needed for loading the same 
amount of goods compared with loading from bay on to the vessel. Space is needed for the 
cassettes that are placed in the warehouses to be loaded on. Storage is also needed for the 
loaded cassettes to keep them weather protected until the vessel arrives at the terminal. 
Storage space is also needed in the foreign terminals for the same reasons. When storing 
products in the warehouse the reels can be placed on top of each other up to seven meters. 
When storing products on cassettes they can only store goods up to 3,6 meters. If the goods 
are loaded higher than then 3,6 meters the cassettes can not be loaded on the RoRo vessel. 
This means that if the bay spaces are maximally used it will take 2,4 meters more goods. 
 
To separate the cassettes used for the different loops the cassettes owned by Transforest are 
blue and those owned by M-Real are green. The average weight for a NP cassette is 46,8 ton 
and for LWC 48,0 tons. The cassettes have individual numbers that are registered in ISAC 
and TALLY. When the goods are loaded it is also registered on that cassette number which 
makes it easy to find the reels wanted by first finding the cassette. 

4.3 Products and customers 

Newsprint, NP, and Light Weight Coated, LWC are publication paper produced by the Paper 
Mill Ortviken. NP is a product used for printing newspapers and the demand for this product 
is fairly constant. The product demand of different types of grammages and sizes are not that 
varying. 20% of the different NP products stand for 80% of the sales. LWC is a product that is 
mainly used for printing periodicals, catalogues and for printed advertises. The demand for 
this product is very varying and the customers have very different demands on the grammages 
and sizes.  
 
NP and LWC are sequenced based products which mean that every new order have a unique 
article number that are connected to a specific customer and delivery. The article based 
products like liner for containerboard have an article number that are based on the size and 
quality of the product that are the same for all customers. All the reels produced by SCA have 
a barcode printed which make each reel unique. When a reel is handled the barcode is scanned 
and information of the handling and the position of the reel is registered in the database. A 
label is also placed on the reel which contains information of the reels identity and order 
information. 
 
The customers in Great Britain have very high demands on the delivery of the goods. The 
effect is that the sales offices almost always order the reels from the mills to be delivered to 
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the terminal one week ahead of the actual delivery date ordered by the customer. They want to 
guarantee the customers delivery on time. If the mill has some production problem and have 
to ask to move delivery time the sales offices in Britain can almost always accept the delay. 
They can do this because they know that the delivery will still be on time to the customers 
because of the preordering.  
 
SCA’s customers wants to place the orders as late as possible because the amount of reels that 
will be needed for printing the newspaper and magazines can vary a lot. This customer-
behaviour causes that the sales offices order reels from the mill that do not have a customer 
order. They do this to guarantee reels for delivery with a short door-to-door time. This means 
that these reels have a higher risk of being placed in stock for a very long time. The sales 
offices see a risk that the intended customer might buy their paper from a competitor instead 
if they can not offer short delivery times. 
 
The sales offices and sales agents have the demand to sell and deliver all of the reels that they 
order, but a control of this is seldom done. The penalty sanctions that the sales office should 
pay the mills when they do not sell the product ordered are rarely demanded from the mills. 
The reels are to be considered as a fresh product, if the reels stay to long time in the 
warehouse they are called back to the mill to become raw material for new reels.  

4.4 General order process and direct delivery description for LWC and NP 

The customers contacts one of the SCA’s sales offices or one of the sales agents that work for 
SCA and place an order-inquiry, what product, grammage, size, amount and also preferred 
delivery date. The order-inquiry is then sent to the production planners at the Ortviken Paper 
Mill which does a control of the paper making machines degree of coverage to see if the order 
is possible to deliver according to the customers’ preference. They control several times a day 
the disposable production space in the machine and when the different products and 
grammages are planned to be produced. After that the possibility of the production of the 
order is controlled, the information of the production result and the price of the product will 
be sent to the sales offices. If the result satisfies the customers the order will be placed by the 
sales offices which then send the information of the order to the mill, an order confirmation. 
After the order is confirmed the mill sends information of the order to Transforest and back to 
the sales office again. 

When the order is confirmed it is registered in the production schedule with information about 
the expected delivery date, way of delivery, quality and amount of the product. About one 
week before the order is scheduled to be produced the sales offices check with the customers 
if the order information still is correct. A few days before the planned production of the order 
the sequence of the orders that are planned to be produced together is adjusted to maximize 
the utilization of the paper machine. When the reels have been produced they are placed on a 
lorry for a short transportation to the Sundsvall terminal. Transforest have several lorries that 
transport goods every day from the mill to the terminal for further transportation the end 
customers. Direct loading is performed at the Swedish terminals when the reels are loaded on 
a cassette directly from one of the mill lorries. The reels available for direct loading at the 
Sundsvall terminal are produced at the earliest one week before the vessel arrives at the 
terminal. It is only if there is a very large order produced, which is to be placed on cassettes 
for a later voyage, the products are preloaded on the cassettes. 
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When a cassette has been loaded and the truck drivers in Sundsvall have confirmed the 
cassette in the TALLY system the information is sent to ISAC. When all of the cassettes have 
been loaded and registered in ISAC the information of the cassettes is sent from ISAC to the 
system vessels load planning system Shipshape. The ships officers plan the positioning of the 
cassettes in the vessel depending on the destination of the cassettes that are already on the 
vessel, the destination of the new cassettes and the weight of the cassettes. When the vessel is 
loaded outgoing from the load plan from the ship the complete vessel is confirmed in ISAC 
and the information of the load is sent to the other terminals, the mill and to the sales offices. 
The information about the outgoing cargo for the Swedish terminals is the information about 
the incoming cargo for the foreign terminals. 
 
The information is received by the sales offices which start to check with the customers more 
specific when they want a delivery of the products. If they want a delivery in a near future the 
sales office will send an Advice on the transport to the forwarding department at the terminal. 
They produce a loading instruction outgoing from the Advice which they send to the 
operations department. From the loading instructions and the information of the load on the 
vessel the operations department start to plan which products will be placed in bay and which 
will remain on the cassettes.  
 
Before the vessel arrives at the terminal they will prepare the outgoing goods, empty the 
cassettes that will be returned to Sweden and plan the discharging of the vessel. They also 
prepare the expected loadings for the next day. When the ship arrives they discharge the 
cassettes and put them in the cassettes shed and at the same time they load the north going 
cassettes. When discharging the cassettes they sort out those that will be loaded from and 
place them so they are easy to access. When the lorry arrives the goods will be loaded on to 
the lorry outgoing from the loading instruction. 

 

 
Figure 5.5: Two translifters unloading cassettes from the RoRo vessel Östrand. 

 
At the foreign terminals direct delivery is performed when the reels are loaded direct from a 
cassette on to another goods-carrier without any extra handling. Today do the terminal 
register all goods loaded from the cassette on to the next goods-carrier irrespective of how 
many times it has been handled. If the reels are handled more than one time it is false direct 
delivery.  
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The terminals have two rules to follow when loading SCA products. They use FIFO rules for 
the delivery of the products because they are considered to be a fresh product because the 
quality of the products deteriorates if they are stored for a long time. They also have to follow 
the rule of direct delivery which means that the last delivered products to the terminal should 
be delivered first if there are no goods in the shed over two FIFO-periods. A FIFO-period is 
14 days. The direct delivery rule is used to reduce the handling of the goods and also the cost. 

4.5 Terminal in Sundsvall 

Transforest give the cassette planners information of the number of cassettes that will be 
loaded at each Swedish terminal for the particular voyage about one week before the vessel 
arrives at the terminals. After that they will receive an Advice from the mills of what orders to 
be loaded and how many for each voyage. The order information is downloaded to a visual-
aid program, Optimload, which helps the cassette planners with their work. The goods is 
planned on the cassettes outgoing from the goods amount, weight, height and width. 
 
The information from Optimload helps the planners place the reels on the cassette and decide 
which orders to be direct loaded. For a picture of two loading instructions from Optimload see 
Appendix 1. In Sundsvall they try to direct load all order over 30 ton and preferably not more 
than two or three orders on the same cassette. Orders that could in practice be direct loaded 
from the mill will not be direct loaded if the quantity is too small. The terminal in Sundsvall 
do not want to use cassettes for loading small orders, because it would increase the risk of not 
being able to load a large order caused by shortage of cassettes or space. Large orders 
increases Sundsvalls direct loading percentage and reduce the number of reels handled more 
than once. 
 
The cassette planners can see in Optimload when the reels are planned to be produced and 
plan the loading of the cassettes with orders that are produced within the same time period. 
This is necessary because there is only space in Sundsvall to load up to 20 cassettes at the 
same time. The cassette planners try to plan the direct loading cassettes first to be sure that 
they do not miss any direct loading opportunity. They also try to keep the orders together and 
not spread the same order on more cassettes than necessary. There are two main reasons why 
they do split orders. The first is when there is a problem with space on the cassettes and split 
orders to fit all of the products on the cassettes. The second one is when the order is produced 
on more than one occasion. It is not efficient to have half loaded cassettes taking up space in 
the warehouse. 
 
The cassettes that are direct loaded are simple and unified that result in little extra handling. 
These cassettes take less time to load then the cassettes from stock. There is no possibility to 
load all of the cassettes from stock at the terminal in Sundsvall since there is not available 
space for the cassettes to be placed for loading and it will take to long time to load all of the 
cassettes for one voyage at the same time. In Sundsvall they load goods on cassettes for three 
different voyages simultaneously. To avoid that the loading will become confused there are 
rarely more than three vessels loaded at the same time. 
 
The cassette planners in Sundsvall do not have any information of which orders to be direct 
delivered to customer at the foreign terminals. The information of the exact delivery date for 
the goods is rarely available when the vessel is loaded at the Swedish terminals. Even if there 
is information of potential direct deliveries the information is not delivered to the cassette 
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planners. The focus in Sundsvall is to reach the direct loading target of 63,3% for NP and 
55,8% for LWC for 2006 but the goal to achieve a direct delivery of 80%. 
 
Sundsvall is the last of SCA’s terminals were the system vessels load before they leave for the 
foreign terminals. This means that Sundsvall have to fill the cassette spaces on the system 
vessel that the other SCA terminals has not been able to fill. This means that cassettes that are 
not supposed to go with this voyage are loaded to maximise the utilization of the vessel. As a 
result of this there are reels standing at the foreign terminals longer that it was should and also 
reduce the chance to direct load the reels. Transforest fill up the cassette spaces because it is 
not cost efficient to send empty cassette spaces on the ship. It cost more not to send the 
cassettes than the cost for the reels when they stand extra long time in the terminals. 

4.6 Terminal in Tilbury 

When the ships are loading at the Swedish terminals the forwarding department and the sales 
offices will get information about what is on the cassettes destined to Tilbury. Then the sales 
office will give information to the forwarding department if there is any order/orders from 
that voyage that is going to be delivered to the customer directly. From that information the 
operations department can sort out those cassettes when discharging the vessel so they are 
easy accessed later when the lorry arrives for loading. Before the vessel arrives at the terminal 
the forwarding department will give information to the operations department if there are any 
order/orders to be loaded in a short time from the cassettes that are already standing in the 
terminal. This is done so those cassettes can be located and placed so they are easy to access 
when the lorries arrive for loading.  
 
All cassettes from the vessel will be placed in a special cassette shed when discharging. They 
do this because they want to reduce the time the vessel has to stay in the port, the discharging 
time. The unstable weather in England has also contributed to this way of working because 
most of the products are not water resistant. After the vessel has discharged and been loaded 
with external goods, the work with emptying cassettes will start. All products except LWC 
paper will either be loaded on lorries to customers or put in stock. The cassettes containing 
LWC paper will be standing in the cassette shed for ten days to give the opportunity for direct 
deliveries to be able to reach the target of 40 % direct delivered for LWC. LWC had an 
average of 22 days in stock at the terminal in Tilbury 2005. The average time the cassettes for 
all products are standing in the terminal, is eight days. 
 
Because the goods are standing in the cassette shed for up to ten days there are cassettes from 
three voyages at the same time waiting to be direct delivered. After ten days the cassettes are 
discharged in to bay. 60 % of the LWC reels that are delivered to the terminals have not been 
direct delivered during the ten days but they have often been handled in different ways to 
make direct delivery possible for the 40 % that are direct delivered. Cassettes are often moved 
around in the cassette shed to collect the cassette that will be loaded from. This is because the 
cassettes are placed thirteen in a row and ten cassettes deep in the shed. The cassettes can be 
reached from both sides and as much as four cassettes have to be moved to retrieve the one 
needed for loading. When the vessel has discharged the shed is full and there is not space 
between the cassettes for a truck. There is only space for a person can walk between them. 
 
When the cassettes are placed in the cassette shed during discharging of the vessel they do not 
keep any record on where the cassettes are standing, in which position, but they do try to keep 
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the cassettes loaded with the same products standing together in the shed. When the vessel is 
done they start with discharging the cassettes on to waiting lorries or in to bay. Before the 
next vessel arrives to the terminal all of the cassettes that do not contain LWC paper will be 
emptied. Before the next system vessel arrives they note the cassette numbers and their 
positions in the shed of the cassettes that will remain in the shed. This to facilitate eventual 
loading from those cassettes after the vessel has been discharged. 
 
When the forwarding department gets an Advice from a sales office that reels are to be 
delivered they give a loading instruction to the operations department. The forwarding 
department can see if the reels are in stock or on cassette. They can also see how old the reels 
are and from which voyage they arrived, but they can not see where in the cassette shed the 
cassettes are standing. When they reserve which reels are suppose to be delivered to which 
customer, they will choose the oldest cassette first and after that the one that is most suitable. 
If the order to be loaded is on more than one cassette, they will choose the one with the most 
suitable amount of reels. 
 
A difficult load at the terminal could mean than reels could be needed to be loaded from bay, 
cassettes from an old voyage and cassettes from the recent discharged voyage. If the 
information of the loading has not been sent to the forwarding department in time, the loading 
of this lorry, if not very lucky, will take hours. They would first try to locate the cassettes and 
then move cassettes around to make the cassette available for loading. If then the reels are not 
easy accessible they have to move reels around on the cassette to get to those that are for 
loading. 
 
SCA is the only supplier to English television company BBC for the printing of the TV-
magazines. The product ordering to the mill is done by the sales office in England which is 
based on the order made by BBC. The invoicing for BBC is based on their consumption of the 
products. BBC and SCA do not have fully developed VMI collaboration but almost. SCA has 
the control of the products during the entire process to finished magazine, which make it 
difficult for competitor to compete for BBC as a customer. 

4.7 Terminal in Rotterdam 

When the vessel is complete at the Swedish terminals the terminal will receive information on 
what is loaded onboard. The sales office then will send information, an Advice, to the 
forwarding department which orders are going to be delivered to the customers. They have to 
send information on the deliveries to the forwarding department the day before the vessel 
arrives to the terminal. Outgoing from the Advice the forwarding department will make a 
loading instruction which the operation department then work from.  
 
The operation download the information on what will be delivered from ISAC in to a program 
called Crystal reports. In Crystal reports they can sort the information of what is to be 
delivered on the basis of the mill, product or delivery dates. From this report they can easy see 
if any order will be delivered in a near future and from that information they plan their 
operations. In the report it also information on which cassettes the reels for delivery is 
standing on. Those cassettes are, when discharging the vessel, put aside to make the loading 
of the lorries easier. They also can compare the delivery information with a cassette list, an 
Excel file with information from ISAC, which contains information about what order and 
number of reels from every order what is standing on each cassette. The reels that are not for 
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direct delivery are put in bay when the stevedores have available time and they leave the reels 
for direct delivery on the cassette. 
 
When the cassettes with NP and LWC products have been standing in the cassette shed for 
three days, until the next system vessel arrives to the terminal, they are emptied in to bay. 
This is done to free cassettes for loading of outgoing goods which are placed in the cassette 
shed waiting for the next vessel. 
 
The outgoing cassettes are placed in the cassette shed were the incoming cassettes will be 
placed when discharged. The loading and unloading of the vessel have to coordinate so the 
outgoing cassettes make room for the incoming. Therefore the terminal can not keep old 
goods in the cassette shed because there might not be enough space to store both the outgoing 
and incoming cassettes. If it is possible they try to keep the cassettes for more than three day 
in order to increase the amount of direct loading. 
 
They also try to keep the goods on the cassettes for stuffing in to containers for sea 
transportation overseas if they have the possibility. If there is shortage of cassettes for loading 
north bound goods in the terminal, the cassettes are emptied in to bay in less than three days. 
They also order empty cassettes from other terminals to load the return goods and if there still 
is a lack of cassettes they, as the last alternative, leave goods at the terminal. Some times there 
are more outgoing then incoming goods at the terminal in Rotterdam. 
 
When the lorry-drivers come to the terminal to load the loading instruction for the goods is 
printed. To see what an instruction looks like at the terminal in Rotterdam see Appendix 2. 
The lorry-driver give the instruction to a ”checker”, a kind of foreman at the terminal. The 
”checker” coordinates the loading of the trucks and the operations performed. He calls for the 
cassette which will be loaded from, control the amount and quality of the reels that are to be 
loaded. If more than one truck is working at the same time the cassette is coordinated so they 
do not move around the cassette more than necessary. All information on what to load, from 
what shed or cassette and the number of reels to be loaded is in the loading instruction. When 
loading reels from both a cassette and from bay the cassette is placed close to the bay that the 
reels are loaded from to minimize the mileage for the trucks. 
 
In Rotterdam they have control over where the cassettes are standing. Their cassette shed is 
built as a fishbone and the cassettes do not stand more than two cassettes deep. When loading 
from cassette they do not have to move more than one cassette to get the one that will be 
loaded from. When discharging a vessel they place all the cassettes in the cassette shed to 
make the discharging and loading time as short as possible. When discharging they try to keep 
the products together to make the later handling of the products easier. 
 
The sales offices have to give information about what they want to be delivered from the 
cassettes to the forwarding department one day before the vessel arrives to be guarantied that 
the reels will be direct delivered. The direct delivery target for NP is 48,2% and for LWC 
54,6% of all incoming deliveries. NP and the LWC reels had an average time in stock for 15 
days at the terminal in Rotterdam 2005. The average time that the cassettes stand at the 
terminal, for all products, is five days. 
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4.8 Terminal in Lübeck 

The operations at the terminal in Lübeck are outsourced to a stevedore- and terminal handling 
company called Lübeck Hafen Gesällschaft, LHG. Interviews of how the two companies 
work with direct delivery have been done in a benchmarking purpose. 

4.8.1 Interforest Terminal Lübeck 
The terminal in Lübeck receives delivery instructions in the ISAC system from the sales 
office or from the mills and the haulier is booked. The forwarding department complements 
with the name of the haulier and the date it will be loaded before the instruction is sent to 
LHG as a loading instruction. After loading is completed the terminal receives this 
information in the system from LHG. The transport cost is registered and then the transport is 
confirmed and sent back to the sales office and to the mill. The sales office has no direct 
contact with LHG, ITLü is the link between the companies. 

4.8.2 Lübecker Hafen Gesällschaft, LHG 

The company that conducts all of the physical handling of SCA’s products in Lübeck is the 
stevedore- and terminal handing company LHG. 
 
Before the vessels arrive at the terminal the cassette shed is prepared for the delivery of the 
new cassettes and the loading of the cassettes containing return cargo. In the cassette shed the 
cassettes are placed 25 in a row and maximum 8 deep, which can be reached from both sides. 
Three cassettes are the maximum number of cassettes that have to be moved to retrieve the 
one wanted in the cassette shed. The cassette shed is placed near to the berth and in front of 
both sides of the shed there are space to do the sorting of the cassettes. When information 
about the direct delivery is available and when the vessel is discharged they try to place those 
cassettes in front in the cassette shed. This is done to make them more accessible when the 
lorry arrives for the load. The cassettes that have information about deliveries with a later 
delivery date will be put deep into the ferry shed. The information about future deliveries 
marked with the direct deliveries is sent to LHG the day before the vessel arrives from 
Interforest. Additional to the cassette shed they put cassettes that are not for direct delivery 
directly in the warehouse for discharging of the goods in to bay. In the cassette shed they try 
do separate the different products so that the cassettes are more easily located. 
 
When a lorry arrives at the terminal to load it is announced by the gate-personnel who send 
information of the load to the truck driver. The truck driver then will help the lorry to the 
correct position in the weather protected area in front of the cassette shed assigned for direct 
delivery loading. If the load is not a direct delivery the lorry will be placed in front of the shed 
loaded from. The reels then are scanned and loaded on to the lorry. When the lorry is 
announced the cassette loaded from will be collected and placed in the loading area. The 
cassette is placed in a way that the clamp truck can access the reels from all sides of the 
cassette. When all of the reels have been loaded and scanned the loading information is sent to 
the gate-personnel which generate and edit the transport documents for the load. The 
information is also sent to Interforest Terminal Lübeck.  
 
Direct delivery at the terminal is all loadings done from a cassette on to the next goods-
carrier. The products also have to be loaded within seven days from the delivery to the 
terminal. When they direct deliver they want to load a lot of tons from only a few units, 
because this keeps loading times short. Because so much are loaded from the cassettes at the 
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same time or put in bay the cassettes are faster available for loading of return cargo and 
delivered back to the Swedish terminals. They only direct load from 10 to 40% of the 
cassettes because a direct delivery must have a minimum of 20 tons. There can therefore only 
be a maximum of three direct deliveries from the same cassette. There is very seldom that the 
cassettes are loaded to the maximum weight so for most of the cassettes only two direct 
deliveries can be made. It is not cost effective to move a loaded cassette to the loading area 
only to load a few ton. Since there is not possible to load 40 tons on to a lorry direct delivery 
will only come from one cassette. 
 
After the products have been standing in the terminal for seven day LHG then can choose to 
place the reels in bay since the direct delivery period has ended. All deliveries that are 
registered in ISAC loaded from a cassette on to the next goods-carrier are considered to be a 
direct delivery, regardless of how the products have been handled. LHG some times discharge 
reels in to bay before the seven day period. This is done when there is not enough space in the 
cassette shed for all of the cassettes and when empty cassettes are needed in other terminals, 
for example when a customer need to have the toll documents issued before the actual load. 
When the weather conditions are bad and there is not enough weather protected area to load 
the goods in the reels are discharged in bay.  
 
LHG use a cordless EDI-system in the terminal which make it possible to see the information 
about a direct delivery cassette. The EDI-system shows information of the number of the 
cassette and booked loading-place and, if loading has started, expected time for loading of the 
lorry. All the translifters are using the system so they can get information about the cassette 
when they type in the number of the cassette during using the cassette booking system. Order 
accounts and loading instructions are automatically transferred via EDI. The information of 
the loadings is normally available for LHG to see one day before the lorry come to load the 
products. 
 
Due to the transfer of the order accounts data it is possible to print control lists out of the IHS-
system for the storage (arrival dispatches). IHS is the tailor-made port operator system 
Intergrated Habour System. For each order all moving data regarding stock movement are 
automatically recorded. They register the time and movements for the translifter and for the 
other operations performed at the terminal. 
 
They think that direct delivery is good because it means less handling of the reels which saves 
time and reduce the risk of damaging the products. The area needed for the products in bay 
are less than if all goods would be placed in bay. The negative aspects of direct delivery are 
that they need larger loading areas and that cassettes have to be moved around in the terminal 
several times to be emptied. LHG would keep the direct delivery procedure even if they did 
not have the demand from Transforest to do so. They also think that the terminals need more 
freedom to plan the operation at the terminal so it would be as cost efficient as possible. 
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5 Empirical framework 
The result from the time study conducted at the terminal in Rotterdam is presented in this 

chapter.  

 

A time study was conducted in Rotterdam during time period of the 3rd of October to the 20th 
of October 2006. Its purpose was to gather information about the time it takes to load from 
cassette versus to load from bay and to detect parameters which affect the loading result. Due 
to the short time that the study was conducted, the result of the study only be used as 
compliment when developing new routines for direct deliveries at the foreign terminals. 
 
When analysing the material from the time study two assumptions have been taken. The first 
is that it will not take longer time to load a lorry that consists of more than one loading 
instruction. The second is that the loading will be done by one clamp truck, since this is 
considered to be the standard way of loading. The information from the loadings conducted 
from more then one clamp truck will not be considered when drawing conclusions from the 
time study. 
 
The questionnaires used for the time study can be viewed in Appendix 3. 
 
When the clamp truck questionnaire answers were viewed the loading instruction for the loads 
were enclosed. For the loadings from more than one cassette only the total time for all of the 
cassettes was registered in the time study. The specific time for each cassette for each load is 
not registered. Therefore can the loads 27 ton and 2 ton can have the same efficiency, they are 
from the same load and share the total time for the loading. 

5.1 Cassette result 

The percentage of the number of cassettes per product during the period of the time study 
compared to cassettes sent to Rotterdam during the eleven week period will be presented in 
table 5.1 below. The table “All (%)” shows the result from the cassettes during the eleven 
week period of 8th of September to the 21st of November. The table “Time study (%)” shows 
how the products are divided on the cassettes during the period of the time study. Mixed are 
those cassettes that hold both NP and LWC. 

 
Table 5.1: Product spread on the cassettes. 

Cassettes All (%) Time study (%) 

LWC 51.8 53.5 
NP 30.8 27.9 

Mixed 17.4 18.6 

 
The eleven week period and the three weeks that the study was conducted are very similar and 
can be considered a normal shipment to the terminal in Rotterdam. The result from the eleven 
week period is used for comparison to the result from the time study, to see how valid the 
time study is. It is also used to collect information of how the orders are spread on the 
cassettes. The reason for the comparison period being only eleven weeks is that Transforest 
only save information in their database for eleven weeks, three months. 
The result of the spread of the number of orders placed on the cassette when shipped to 
Rotterdam during the eleven week period is presented in table 5.2 below. 
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Table 5.2: The spread of orders on the cassettes. 
 1 order 2 orders 3 orders 4 orders 5 and more orders 

Cassettes (%) 44.0 20.6 11.3 6.9 17.2 
Accumulated (%) 44.0 64.6 75.9 82.8 100 

 
To see more detailed information of how the numbers of orders were spread on the cassettes 
and different voyages during the eleven week period see Appendix 4. 
 
To see the time study results for loading from cassette see Appendix 5 and the results for the 
mixed loads, loading both from cassette and bay, see Appendix 6. The results shown in this 
chapter are based on the information from the corresponding appendixes. 

5.1.1 Number of cassettes 

The time study shows a reduction of efficiency for the loads taken from more than one 
cassette. Diagram 5.1 below shows how the average efficiency, ton per minute, for the 
cassette loads is decreasing when loading from more then one cassette. The same result is 
found in the mixed loads. The efficiency result per number of cassettes loaded from for the 
mixed loads can be viewed in diagram 5.2 below. 
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Diagram 5.1: The efficiency ton per minute based on the number of cassettes loaded from for 

the cassette loads. 
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Diagram 5.2: The efficiency ton per minute by number of cassettes loaded from, mixed loads. 
 
One of the reasons for the reduction of efficiency for the loading from more than one cassette 
is due to the setup time that appears when the cassettes have to be changed. 

5.1.2 Reels moved on the cassette 
The result of how many reels registered to have been moved on the cassettes to reach those 
for direct delivery during the time study is presented in diagram 5.3 and diagram 5.4 below. 
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Diagram 5.3: Reels moved on the cassette from the cassette loads. 
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Diagram 5.4: Reels moved on the cassette from the mixed loads. 

 
The movements of the reels on the cassette are more frequent for the reels standing on 
cassettes that contain four or more orders. The reels are also moved more when the load is 
taken from two or more cassettes.  

5.1.3 Orders per cassette 
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Diagram 5.5: Reels loaded per number of cassette, orders on cassette and orders loaded from 
the loading taken from cassette. 
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Diagram 5.5 shows that the majority of the cassette loads are taken from one cassette 
containing one order. 37% of the total amount of reels loaded was during the period of the 
time study loaded from one cassette containing one order. The number of orders loaded from 
the cassettes was almost always one regardless of how many orders the cassettes contained. 
Only two loads from the cassettes during the time study were loads for two orders from the 
same cassette. The number of orders on the cassettes for the loading done from one cassette 
differs between one to four orders. For the loads taken from two cassettes the number of 
orders differs between one to twelve orders. During the period of the time study only one 
loading from three cassettes was performed. For that loading the numbers of orders standing 
on the cassettes were between one and three.  
 
The average number of order on the cassettes loaded from during the period of the time study, 
both for the mixed loads and the cassette loads, are presented below. Table 5.3 shows that the 
average number of orders on the cassettes increases when the number of cassettes loaded from 
increases. 
 
Table 5.3: Average number of orders on the cassettes. 
Orders on cassette 1 cassette 2 cassettes 3 cassettes 

Cassette load 2.17 5.69 2.33 
Mixed loads 3.06 4.38 6.00 

 
Table 5.4: The loading efficiency depending on the number of orders standing on the cassette. 

Cassette 1 order 2 orders 3 orders 4 orders More than 4 orders 

Ton per minute 1,07 1,28 1,33 0,56 0,75 

Reels per minute 0,94 0,66 0,75 0,52 0,72 

 
The result from table 5.4 shows a small decrease in efficiency when loading from cassettes 
that hold more then three orders. The decrease is clearer when looking at ton per minute than 
reels per minute. 

5.1.4 Weight loaded from cassette 
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Diagram 5.6: The efficiency, ton per minute, for the loads taken from cassette. 
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Diagram 5.6 shows how the efficiency, ton per minute, of the loadings conducted during the 
time study depending on the number of cassettes loaded from and weight loaded. The load 
which had an efficiency of 0,28 ton per minute was done by a person that was under 
education of the loading procedures and the lorry driver had some problem with the lorry. If 
the result from that load is disregarded a trend for the efficiency can be detected. The 
efficiency will increase with the increase of weight loaded. This trend is most apparent when 
looking at the loadings form two cassettes. It is most efficient to load between 24 and 26 ton 
on to the lorry from one cassette. When loading more than 26 ton from one cassette the 
efficiency will decrease slightly. The average weight loaded from the cassettes is 16,83 ton 
per cassette and 23,37 ton per load. 

5.1.5 Reels loaded from cassette 
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Diagram 5.7: Diagram of the efficiency, ton per minute, based on the number of reels loaded. 
 
The trend for the efficiency, ton per minute, detected in diagram 5.7 is that the efficiency 
decrease when the number of reels loaded increase. It is most efficient to load between 10 and 
20 reels or more if the reels could be loaded two at the time which is the most likely scenario 
for the load of 39 reels. The average number of reels loaded per cassette is 13,46 and per load 
it is 18,69. 
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Diagram 5.8: The efficiency, reels per minute, depending on the number of reels loaded. 

 

The efficiency, reels per minute, in diagram 5.8 shows that it is most efficient to load around 
40 reels and less efficient to load under 10 reels. The high result for the load around 40 reels 
is most likely because they are loaded two at the time. The reels are so small that it is possible 
to load them two and two together. If the loads around 40 reels are disregarded the efficiency 
of the loads are not that varying. The loadings for around 20 reels have slightly better result 
then the others. 
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5.2 Loading from bay 

The weight and number of reels loaded from bay are reviewed from the time study result. 

5.2.1 Weight loaded from bay 

 
Diagram 5.9: The efficiency, ton per minute, depending on the weight and number of bays. 

 
Diagram 5.10: Efficiency, ton per minute, based on the weight loaded from bay. 

 
The average weight loaded from bay is 22,49 ton. Diagram 5.9 and diagram 5.10 shows that 
the efficiency, ton per minute, from the loading from bay is very varying. The diagrams show 
that the efficiency is increasing when the weight loaded increase and have a slight peek 
around 24 ton. Then the efficiency is slightly declining and at around 26 ton the efficiency has 
reached a higher and more stable level. 
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5.2.2 Number of bays loaded from  

The efficiency for the loads from bay is decreasing when the number of bays loaded from 
increase which is shown in diagram 5.11.  
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Diagram 5.11: The average efficiency, ton per minute, based on bays loaded from. 

5.2.2 Reels loaded from bay 
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Diagram 5.12: The efficiency, reels per minute, based on the number of reels loaded. 

Diagram 5.12 shows that the efficiency, reels per minute, is increasing when the number of 
reels loaded are increasing. The efficiency, ton per minute, of the bay loadings depending on 
the number of reels loaded, shown in diagram 5.13 is highest when loading around 10 reels. 
To load just a few, 3 or 4, reels are also efficient. The average number of reels loaded from 
bay is 20,65. 
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Diagram 5.13: The efficiency, ton per minute, based on the number of reels loaded. 

 
To see the time study results for loadings from bay see Appendix 7. 

5.3 Translifter movements 

The time study conducted in Rotterdam shows that the time from the first call to the delivery 
of the cassette is 6.54 minutes. This time includes some waiting time, the waiting time could 
include unlashing the cassettes that are still are lashed or that the translifter might be occupied 
with another work. The majority of the movements for the cassettes were done within a time 
period of 1 and 5 minutes. The conclusion after discussions with personnel in one of the 
Swedish terminals and at the Rotterdam Terminal is that the effective driving time for the  
translifter to collect a cassette is between 1 and 5 minutes. By calculating the average time of 
the cassette transports in the time study from 1 to 5 minutes gives a result of 3,01 minutes. 
The effective driving time includes the time it takes to collect a cassette and move it between 
the warehouses in one direction. 
 
The variation of the time it takes to deliver a cassette, 1 to 5 minutes, is due to many factors. It 
depends on how the cassette is positioned, if other cassettes have to be moved to collect the 
one needed, and how large the area is for the translifter to work on. The efficiency of the 
translifter driver, due to the person’s work experience and training, is also important for the 
translifter result. 
 
To move one cassette from a position in the cassette shed to an empty position and collect the 
one behind takes about one and a half minute. When the cassettes just have been discharged 
from a vessel the cassette shed is full. This could mean that the translifter has to drive a long 
distances to be able to put down the first cassette in order to retrieve the one behind. This will 
increase the time for collecting the cassette with about the same time as for delivering a 
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cassette for loading. This information has not been registered in the time study conducted but 
is estimated by the operations personnel at the terminal in Rotterdam. 
 
The result of the translifter movement from the time study is presented in Appendix 8. 

5.4 Comparing different loading situations 

The average efficiency ton per minute for the loads from one cassette is better than the 
average efficiency when loading from bay. The average efficiency for the loads from two or 
three cassette is all lower than the bay loads, regardless of the number of bays loaded from. 
Look at diagram 5.1 for the cassette load efficiency, diagram 5.2 for the efficiency from the 
mixed loads and for the bay load efficiency see diagram 5.11. 
 
To show the differences and similarities between the bay loads and the cassette loads two 
cases are presented below which are based on the time study result. 
 
Case 1: Loading 20 +/- 1 reels.  
Since the average number of reels loaded per load from cassette are 18,69 and from bay 20,65 
reels the loading of 20 +/- 1 reels are reviewed to see if there are some differences in the 
result. The results are presented in table 5.5 and 5.6 below. 
 
Table 5.5: The time study result for cassette loadings of 20 +/- 1 reels. 

Loading time Cassettes Reels loaded Weight Ton/min Reels/min 

15 1 19 25,633 1,71 1,27 
25 1 19 22,395 0,90 0,76 
30 1 20 27,737 0,92 0,67 
20 1 20 27,744 1,39 1,00 
25 1 20 27,627 1,11 0,80 
25 2 20 21,675 0,87 0,80 
20 2 20 11,95 0,60 1,00 
25 2 20 27,642 1,11 0,80 
30 1 21 25,688 0,86 0,70 
30 2 21 26,312 0,88 0,70 
25 2 21 17,465 0,70 0,84 

24,55  20,09 23,81 1,00 0,85 
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Table 5.6: The time study result for bay loadings of 20 +/- 1 reels. 
Loading time Bays Reels loaded Weight Ton/min Reels/min 

30 1 19 26,544 0,88 0,63 
30 3 19 26,518 0,88 0,63 
35 1 19 26,547 0,76 0,54 
14 2 20 26,39 1,89 1,43 
20 1 20 21,599 1,08 1,00 
20 2 20 26,363 1,32 1,00 
25 1 20 28,845 1,15 0,80 
25 2 20 22,304 0,89 0,80 
15 1 21 25,282 1,69 1,40 
20 3 21 21,954 1,10 1,05 
30 1 21 26,024 0,87 0,70 
35 1 21 26,458 0,76 0,60 

24,92  20,08 25,40 1,11 0,88 
 
The result between loading from bay and from cassette when loading 20 reels +/- one reel is 
very similar. The average time for the cassette loads are 24,55 minutes and for the bay loads it 
is 24,92 minute. The weight loaded from cassette is a little bit less then the weight loaded 
from bay, 23,81 compared to 25,40 ton. The difference in weight will explain why the average 
efficiency for the bay loads is slightly higher then the cassette loads. The conclusion is that 
when loads is around 20 reels it is better to load from cassette then from bay because the reels 
are handled less and the efficiency is almost the same as for when loading from bay. 
 
Case 2: Loading 22 - 24 ton compared to loading 24 - 26 ton. 
The average weight loaded from bay is 22,49 ton but it is according to the time study more 
efficient to load around 24 ton and up. For the cassette load the average weight loaded 23,37 
ton is most efficient according to the time study to load between 24 and 26 ton.  A comparison 
between the average weights loaded for bay and cassette to the most efficient weight loaded 
according to the time study will be done in case 2. The result for loads from the time study for 
the loading done between 22 and 24 ton are presented in table 5.7. 
 
Table 5.7: The loading result for the loads between 22 and 24 ton. 
  Loading time Reels loaded Weight Reels/min Ton/min 

Bay 22,25 20.75 22,909 0,97 1,09 
Cassette 22,50 16,00 22,778 0,71 1,03 

 
Table 5.8: The loading result for the loads between 24 and 26 ton. 
  Loading time Reels loaded Weight Reels/min Ton/min 

Bay 26,78 23,94 24,851 0,92 1,11 
Cassette 19,67 14,67 25,092 0,77 1,37 

 
The number of reels loaded from bay is more than the number loaded from cassette but the 
weight is almost the same. Because the time that the time study was conducted only was three 
week can conclusions not be drawn that this is always the case. One explanation of the 
difference of the weight per reel can be that the larger reels might be the reels last produced 
and therefore those reels are standing on the cassettes. The average weight for the reels loaded 
from bay is 1,09 ton per reel and 1,25 ton per reel from cassette, a difference of 0,16 ton. 
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A study on direct loading conducted at Sundsvall terminal 2004 by Edemalm & Wilén 
showed that the handling of the reels two at the time did not always mean that the loading 
time per reels is reduced. The handling of reels two and two often lead to an extra handling 
because the top reel have to be correctly positioned on the first reel and than moved. The 
loadings two and two reels from bay were more efficient than the loadings from cassette. 
 
The efficiency is better for the bay loads compared to the cassette loads in Case 2 the loads 
between 22 and 24 ton. One explanation for this can be that the reels might have been loaded 
two and two, which are according to the direct loading study more efficient than loadings 
done one reel at the time. The good result for the efficiency ton per minute for load from 
cassette between 24 and 26 ton is due to the fact that the weight of the reels was significantly 
heavier then the reels loaded from bay. 
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6 Analysis 
The cost connected to the two ways of loading, from cassettes and from bay, is presented in 

this chapter. Analysis which the new direct delivery routines are based on is also included in 

this chapter. 

6.1 Loading costs 

If the terminals do not direct deliver the reels the only other way of handling the reels is first 
to put them in bay for loading on to a lorry later. Direct delivery is economic when the cost 
for loading is less than if the reels were loaded from bay. To know when direct delivery is 
more economic a comparison between loading from bay and loading from cassette is 
necessary. The cost for the trucks, personnel and warehouse are information given from the 
terminal in Rotterdam. 
 
Below the costs in Rotterdam connected to each loading procedure will be listed. 

 
The costs for loading from cassette 
• The warehouse cost for the reels 

direct delivered 
• The cassette cost  
• The cost for loading the reel from 

cassette on the next goods-carrier 
 

The costs for loading from bay 
• The warehouse cost for the reels 

standing in bay 
• The cost for discharging the reels in 

to bay 
• The cost for loading the reels from 

bay on to the next goods-carrier 
 
The warehouse cost for the reels direct delivered 
The warehouse cost for the terminal in Rotterdam in 2005 was 1.823.000 Euros for the 54.500 
m2 of warehouse space that they have. This will give a cost of 33,45 Euros per m2 per year.  
  
The cost for a cassette placed in the cassette shed for direct delivery is the same if one reel is 
standing on the cassette and if it is fully loaded. This is due to the fact that the cassette still 
takes up the same warehouse space. The cassette shed used in Rotterdam is 10.000 m2 and has 
100 cassettes positions in a fishbone pattern. This warehouse is not designed to optimize the 
utilization of the storage space when comparing to the utilisation if the goods were to be put 
in bay. It is more adapted for the handling of cassettes. 
 
A cassette shed is necessary at the terminal to support the cassettes system and to keep the 
short discharging times of today. If direct delivery would not be performed at the Rotterdam 
terminal they could reduce the size of the cassette shed without increasing the handling of the 
cassettes. The shed could be reduced to a size that only has to hold the cassettes, no large 
extra space to make the handling of the cassettes easier. Each cassette needs about 30 m2 of 
floor space. 30% extra space is added for each cassette to give some space between the 
cassettes and for a small handling area. 3.900 m2 of warehouse space is needed for a 100 
cassettes if the cassette shed would not have to facilitate the direct delivery.  
 
Around 30 % of the SCA products are not planned by the operations to put in a bay in the 
warehouse in Rotterdam. The bay area today used for the remaining 70% is around 15.000 
m2. The area needed for 100% of the products in bay will be about 21.429 m2. The 
requirement of space differs between the two scenarios is (10.000 + 15.000) – (3.900 + 
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21.400) = -329 m2. This calculation shows that the warehouse space used for the direct 
deliveries today is about 300 m2 less than it would be necessary to have if all of the products 
would have to be placed in bay. From this calculation the conclusion can be drawn that it is 
not cost effective to discharge all of the products in bay and still keep a cassette shed. If not 
all of the product would be placed in bay but still be kept on the cassettes the space needed 
would be reduced. However the handling would be more complicated and lead to more 
movements of the cassettes. The extra movements will mean extra personnel and truck costs.  
 
Because the cassette shed is needed for all goods transported to the terminal via cassettes is 
the proper way is spreading the warehouse costs equal on all of the goods passing trough the 
cassette shed. When there are no incoming vessels the warehouse space can be used for other 
tasks as sorting and loading. The cassette shed is 10.000 m2 to a cost of 33,45 Euros per m2 
and contains 100 cassette positions, which gives each cassette position a cost of 3345 Euros 
per year and 9,16 Euros per day. The time that the LWC and NP cassettes are standing in the 
cassettes shed before they are discharge is 3,5 days, until the next vessel arrives. When the 
cassettes have been discharged in to bay the cassette positions are replaced with new LWC 
and NP cassettes. With an average of 41 cassettes containing LWC and NP on each voyage 41 
cassette positions are constantly occupied. 
 
It takes one day to discharge the reels on cassettes in to bay that is not for direct delivery after 
discharged from the vessel. The direct delivery cassettes are standing in the shed 2,5 days 
longer then the bay cassettes. With 41 cassettes positions to a cost of 9, 16 Euros the 2,5 days 
extra have a cost of 97.962,76 Euros per year. 117.749 ton of LWC and NP are expected to be 
direct delivered 2007 which gives each ton direct delivered a warehouse cost of 0,83 Euros. 
 
The cassette cost  
The cost to buy a cassette is 8.336,49 Euros and has a depreciation time of 15 years and a 
discount rate of 10%. This gives each the cassette an annual repayment of 1096,03 Euros. 
 
The cost for repairing cassettes for 2006 was 88 856.31 Euros for the 1 393 cassettes used in 
the North Sea Loop today. The budget for 2007 is 94.409.83 Euros and will be divided by the 
1.443 cassettes that will be used during 2007. The increased repair cost is due to the cassettes 
age. Many of the cassettes bought when the D95 started are now in need of more extensive 
repairs. By using the repairing cost for 2007 divided with the number of cassettes used in 
2007 each cassette will have an estimated cost of 65,43 Euros a year for repairs. The total cost 
for a cassette is 3,18 Euros per day which includes the cost for annual payment and repairs. 
 
Transforest had to buy extra cassettes to support the direct delivery at the foreign terminals. If 
Transforest would not perform direct delivery the cassettes could be discharged in to bay 
direct on arrival at the foreign terminals and then sent back to Sweden. The theoretical 
shortest average time for the cassettes is 3,5 days in the terminals, the time between the calls. 
Today the average time for all cassettes in Rotterdam is 5 days and an average of 41 cassettes 
containing NP or LWC is sent to the terminal. 
 
The expected average time reduction for the cassettes in Rotterdam is one day, which would 
mean that 12 extra cassettes are used to support the direct delivery of NP and LWC in 
Rotterdam. With a cost of 1161,46 Euros per cassette and year the cost for the cassettes 
caused by direct delivery of NP and LWC in Rotterdam will be 1.3937,52 Euros per year. 
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The cost for the extra cassettes is 0,12 Euros per ton direct delivered. The cost is calculated by 
dividing the cost for the extra cassettes caused by direct deliveries with the ton expected to be 
direct delivered 2007. 
 
The cost for loading the reel from the cassette on to the next goods-carrier 
The costs associated to loading from cassette are the cost for moving the cassette from the 
cassette shed to loading space and back to the cassette shed, or back to the empty cassette 
stack. This includes the translifter cost and the personnel cost for the person operating the 
translifter. Also the cost for the clamp truck loading the lorry and the personnel operating the 
truck are included. 
 
The personnel cost is 37,50 Euros per hour, the translifter cost is 35,20 Euros per hour and the 
cost for the clamp truck is 17,25 Euros per hour. This means that every minute the translifter 
is at work it costs 1,21 Euros and for the clamp truck it is 0,91 Euros. The costs include the 
truck costs and the personnel costs. The average time it takes to move a cassette is 3,01 
minutes, result from the time study. The two movements of the cassette that are necessary to 
load from a cassette costs 7,29 Euros. 
 
The costs for loading reels from a cassette to the next goods are 7,29 Euros for moving a 
cassette and an additional 0,91 Euros per minute to load the reels. 
 
The warehouse cost for the reels in bay 
The warehouse cost for keeping the reels in bay are 33,45 Euros per m2. The area used for the 
SCA products are 15.000 m2 and the amount of tons during 2007 that are expected to pass 
through this area are 258.692 ton. This will give the reels a cost of 1,94 Euros per ton. 
 
The cost for discharging the reel in to bay 
The costs that are included in discharging the reels in to bay is the cost for moving the 
cassette from the cassette shed to the bay for discharging and after it is emptied removing it 
and placing it in an empty cassette stack. This includes the translifter cost and the personnel 
cost for the person operating the translifter. The cost for the clamp truck discharging the reels 
and the personnel operating the truck are also included. 
 
It takes about 20 minutes to empty a full cassette of NP and 30 minutes to empty a full 
cassette of LWC in to bay for one person operating the clamp truck. The times for discharging 
the reels in to bay are estimated by the operations personnel at the terminal. Moving the 
cassette one time with the translifter takes an average of 3,01 minutes. This means that the 
total cost for discharging a full cassette with NP is 25,49 Euros and for LWC it is 34,59 
Euros. The average weight of a full cassette loaded with LWC is 58,00 tons which gives a 
cost of 0,60 Euros per ton. For NP is the average weight of a full cassette is 46,80 tons. This 
gives the NP a cost of 0,54 Euros per ton to discharge.  
 
The cost for loading the reel from bay to the next goods-carrier 
The cost for loading reels from bay is 0,91 Euros per minute per person loading the reels. It 
includes the cost for one personnel and one clamp truck. 
 
A more detailed presentation over how the calculations above have been done will be 
presented in Appendix 9. 
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6.1.1 Comparing loadings costs 

By comparing the cassette costs with the bay costs a difference in minutes that the loading can 
take will be clear.  
 
The cost for loading from cassette7 

• Warehouse cost: 0,83 Euros per ton 
• Cassette cost: 0,12 Euros per ton 
• Loading cost: 7,29 Euros per cassette moved + 0,91 Euros per minute 

 
The cost for loading from bay 

• Warehouse cost: 1,94 Euros per ton 
• Discharging cost LWC: 0,60 Euros per ton 
• Discharging cost NP: 0,54 Euros per ton 
• Loading cost: 0,91 Euros per minute 
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Diagram 7.1: Loading cost per ton. 

 
The diagram 7.1 shows the cost for the different loadings depending on the amount of ton 
loaded. The diagram only shows the cost per ton and does not take the cost for time that the 
load takes in consideration. The cost for loading from cassette is according to the diagram 
more cost efficient when the load is for more than 10 tons. The diagram only shows the 
cassette costs for the loads from one and two cassettes because they occur most frequent. 
 
The costs for the two cases presented in chapter 6.4 are shown below. 
 
Case 1: Loading 20 +/- 1 reels.  
The cassette load was an average of 23,81 ton and took an average of 24,55 minutes to load 
which gives a total cost of  2,19 Euros per ton when loading from one cassette and 2,50 when 
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loading from two. The bay load was for an average of 25,40 ton and it took an average of 
24,92 minutes to load which gives a cost of 3,43 Euros per ton if the load was LWC reels and 
3,37 Euros per ton if the load is for NP reels. 
 
Case 2: Loading 22 - 24 ton compared to loading 24 - 26 ton. 
For the 22-24 ton loads from cassette the average weight was 22,91 tons and took an average 
of 22,25 minutes. This gives a cost of 2,15 Euros per ton when loading from one cassette and 
2,47 Euros per ton when loading from two cassettes. For the bay loads the average weight was 
22,78 ton and took 22,50 minutes to load which gives a cost of 3,44 per ton for the LWC and 
3,38 Euros per ton for the NP. 
 
For the 24-26 ton loads from cassette the average weight was 25,09 ton and took an average 
of 19,67 minutes. This gives a cost of 1,95 Euros per ton from one cassette and 2,24 Euros per 
ton when loading from two cassettes. For the bay loads the average weight was 24,85 ton and 
took 26,78 minutes to load. This will give the load a cost of 3,52 for the LWC and 3,46 Euros 
per ton for NP. 
 
When doing this calculations the exchange currency of 1 Euro was 9,00 SEK and 1 Euro was 
0,68 British Pounds. 

6.2 Analysis which the new direct delivery routines are based on 

The purpose with the direct delivery routines is to give simple guidelines to the operative 
personnel at the foreign terminals when loading goods. The routines are to be simple and 
general so it is easy to decide when to direct deliver and when not to direct deliver. The idea 
with the routines is that the terminals know ahead of the vessels arrival what to do with each 
cassette, if the products are to be direct delivered or put in stock. 
 
To get the information for the loadings before the vessel call the terminal is necessary to give 
the terminal the possibility to plan their operations in the most efficient way. The lack of 
information reduces the efficiency of the loadings and the other tasks performed in the 
terminals. Cassettes and reels have to be moved around in the terminal without creating any 
value. Information on which cassettes will be loaded from in near future of the vessel 
discharge are needed so the cassettes are easy to access when the lorry arrives to load to offer 
short loading times. According to the theory of Cross-docking information is important to 
achieve an efficient loading. Information is needed to coordinate the incoming and outgoing 
deliveries. 
 
The time study shows that to load from a cassette that contains more than three production 
orders are not to prefer. To load from cassettes containing one, two or three production orders 
have similar results on efficiency, ton per minute and reels per minute. It is first when the 
cassettes contain four or more orders that the efficiency is diminishing. From the 22 voyages 
that were loaded during the eleven week period, 75,9 % of all of the cassettes consisted of 
between one to three production orders. When many different products are standing on a 
cassette the loading time will increase. The risk of damaging the reels loaded and the other 
reels standing on the cassette is also higher. For the cassettes that contains more than three 
orders the reels are moved around on the cassette to retrieve the reels wanted for loading. 
Today reels that have been moved around on the cassette are registered as direct delivery even 
though it is not technically a direct delivery. By only loading reels from cassettes that consist 
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of one to three orders hopefully the false direct delivery will decrease and only the real direct 
deliveries will be the basis for the discount to the mills. 
 
Focus when loading goods to customer should be to load full lorries. The cost for the transport 
will be spread on more tons and it is easier to buy a transport of a full lorry than to buy only 
parts of the loading capacity. The reasons for this are that it will mean less work for the 
transport company and they can therefore offer a lower price. They do not have to look for 
other goods to fill the lorry and it will also mean less coordination of the lorry. Another 
benefit for the transport company is when they have sold a full Lorry they are free to take 
return goods directly after having delivered the goods. This can lead to a better flow of goods 
and less unused space in the lorry. Full lorries also mean a reduced risk of damaging the 
goods because the transport company can not load other goods on the lorry together with the 
reels. To load full lorries also mean more reliable deliveries to the customer since the lorry 
will not have any extra stop for the other goods. 
 
Rotterdam is a distribution centre from which goods are transported to the end consumers in 
Europe and countries overseas. Some countries in the European Union have very strict rules 
when the lorries are to be considered full. The most restricted countries have 24 tons as the 
maximum weight. During the time study loadings were done up to 29,74 tons. The most 
efficient result ton per minute for the cassette loads were those that were taken from one 
cassettes and the load was between 24,6 to 26,3 tons. The loading from cassette should if 
possible be over 24 tons to maximise the handling efficiency. 
 
The time study also shows that the number of orders per cassettes loaded from is higher when 
loading from more than one cassette. The efficiency is also reduced when loading from more 
than one cassette. It is also more expensive to load from more than one cassette. Each cassette 
loaded from cost an average of 7,29 Euros for the translifter to move the cassette to a position 
where it is possible to load from and then take it back. The efficiency when loading from 
cassette is only better when the load is from one cassette regardless of the number of the bays 
loaded from. 
 
The cassettes should only stand in the terminal until the next vessel calls. The cassettes are 
needed elsewhere for loading of new products and returning goods to the other terminals. The 
cost of a cassette standing in a shed is 3,18 Euros per day, only in cassette costs, and does not 
give any increase in value. To have the cassettes standing for more the one call only make the 
discharging and the loading procedures more difficult. The cassette sheds becomes crowded 
when the vessel are discharged and the old cassettes still are standing in the shed. Most of the 
cassettes in Rotterdam are discharged and sent back to Sweden when the next vessels calls but 
some are left in the terminal for stuffing of the reels in to containers. The terminal also 
sometimes decide to keep cassettes longer than one call if space is available in the cassettes 
shed and the cassette contains goods that will be direct delivery within a short future.  
 
To discharge reels that are not for direct delivery will mean that the movements of the cassette 
will increase compared to movements when discharging the whole cassette in to bay and then 
load the reels. The movement of the cassettes will not increase if the reels destined to a bay 
are discharged directly compared to if they are left on the cassette until the direct delivery for 
the other reels are performed. It will result in a more efficient loading procedure for both the 
bay reels and the reels loaded from the cassette. The reels put in bay will only be handled two 
times to be loaded on to a lorry instead of perhaps been moved around on the cassette several 
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times before it anyway would be placed in a bay. To put these reels in bay are also a matter of 
decreasing the risk of damaging them. To put the reels that are not for direct loading in a bay 
will also make the reels that are for direct delivery more accessible when loading. This will 
lead to a reduced loading time and damage also the amount of false direct deliver reels. One 
reservation to this routine is not to discharge reels in to bay that are under reels for direct 
delivery. The purpose with this routine is to reduce then number of times that the reels are 
handled. 
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7 Result 
This chapter presents suggestions on how to change the operation at the terminals to increase 

their loading efficiency. 

 

The new routines below are suggestions on how to direct deliver and should give the 
terminals some flexibility. The new routines for direct delivery are based on the observations 
and interviews conducted at the terminals, the time study results as well as the different costs 
connected to the loading procedures. Some of the routines presented above are already used at 
the terminal in Rotterdam and will only effect the way the terminal in Tilbury load their 
goods. The new routines are mainly based on the result from the terminal in Rotterdam and 
the effect that the new routines might have on the terminal in Tilbury is not investigated. 
 

• The Advice for the loading instruction should be received by the forwarding 
department one day before the vessels arrival at the terminal. 

• Do not direct deliver less than a full lorry, preferably more than 24 tons. 
• Do not direct deliver if the cassette contains more than three production orders. 
• Do not direct deliver if the load has to be taken from more than one cassette. 
• The cassettes must not stand at the terminals longer than two calls. 
• Discharge the reels that are not for direct loading in to bay to make the reels for 

direct delivery easier to access. 
 
The reels for loading are reserved by the forwarding department when they receive an Advice 
from the sales offices. They reserve the products from the cassettes and bays were the amount 
of available reels is most suited. A reserved reel is not considered an available reel. At the 
Rotterdam terminal the products are loaded on to the lorries according to the loading 
instruction. When a lorry arrives to the terminal to be loaded the load might have to be taken 
from two cassettes or more, even if the complete load could have been taken from one 
cassette. This is due to the fact that the loading instruction for the lorry that arrived had been 
done after another lorry. The loading had been optimised for the first loading planned by the 
forwarding department.  
 
The position of were the products will be loaded from should not be decided by the 
forwarding department but by the stevedoring personnel. Even if a lorry is planned for a 
loading on a particular day there are too much uncertainty when it will arrive for it to be 
efficient to reserve the reels before the lorry arrives at the terminal. On the loading 
instructions is information of were the goods for loading is stored, in which bay or on which 
cassette. To be able to give the personnel the possibility to choose from were the reels should 
be loaded information of the storage spaces is used and the quantity of the reels at each 
position needed. When a lorry arrives at the terminal the checker can choose from which 
cassette or bay the products should be loaded to make the loading as efficient as possible. 
They should first load from the cassettes and then from bay, follow the current FIFO-rules. If 
it is possible for the Checker to choose from where the reels will be loaded the variables for 
logistic efficiency be more optimised. The customer service will increase a faster loading of 
the lorry and it will also mean saving of logistic cost due to less handling. This will increase 
the total logistic efficiency described in the chapter Theoretical frame of reference. 
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If the cassette planners in Sundsvall knew if any products would be or most likely would be 
direct delivered at the foreign terminals they should place those products on the cassettes so 
they are easy to access. This can be done by adding a column in the Optimload program 
which downloads information of the deliveries from ISAC. If an order has an expected 
delivery date within the direct delivery period Optimload should show the amount of the 
delivery so that the planners can use the information when planning the cassettes. The cassette 
planners should also try to avoid placing the orders in layers. The order should be placed in 
blocks on the cassettes to make them easier to discharge at the foreign terminals. When small 
orders are placed on cassettes they should be placed on the sides so they can be easily 
removed and so the orders behind can be retrieved more easily. 
 
Introduce time registration of the activities at the terminals. If they do time registration of 
every truck and all the personnel they could see what the activities costs are. From this 
information they could review the way they work and see potential improvements. This 
information should also create a base from which the prices of the activities are decided. The 
information can by used to find the best warehouse design for the terminals, look over the 
warehouse efficiency mentioned in the theory. 
 
Encourage the customers to take the goods from the terminal directly after the discharging of 
the vessel. This can be done with some form of discount given to the customer. The terminal 
should not have the door-to-door time as an internal target because they do not have any 
influence on the customer’s behaviour. It is only the sales offices that can influence the 
behaviour of the customers. This would mean an increase for all of the efficiency variables, 
less tied up capital as inventory, the customer will see the discount as a increase service level 
and it would mean less handling of the cassettes. It will however mean a reduction of the 
revenue. 
 
To avoid that the sales offices order reels that do not have a customer must the sanctions 
placed on the sales offices be controlled and executed. Today the sales offices have to pay a 
sanction if they do not sell the products ordered today, they are however rarely controlled. 
The sales offices therefore are not that worried when they order reels without a customer that 
they will not be able to sell. 
 
The security time that the sales offices in Britain frequently use when ordering reels from the 
mill is contributing to why they need a loading period of ten days in Tilbury to achieve the 
direct delivery target of 40%. If the sales offices would stop with the “one week before 
ordering” the loading period could be reduced significantly. The average time for the reels 
standing in stock will be reduced and the throughout of the reels will increase. This would 
mean that free space in the warehouse will increase which the terminal could use for other 
goods. 
 
To sell a VMI solution to the customers would have a positive impact on Transforest as well 
as the customer. If SCA have the control of the ordering process the administrative work for 
the customer would be reduced and the production planning will be easier and more reliable 
for SCA. Products without a designated customer would be reduced as well as the time for the 
products in storage. A use of VMI will also mean a better control of the deliveries to the 
terminal and to the customers. The terminals will have more information of the deliveries and 
therefore the handling of the products can be performed as efficient as possible, both in the 
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Swedish terminals and the foreign. The use of VMI will also make it harder for competitor to 
sell their products to the customer. 
 
To use VMI would however demand more from SCA to maintain the correct stock level to the 
customer and an EDI system that can support the systems used for transmitting the 
information. For Transforest the biggest changes would be that more information about the 
deliveries will be available earlier which will lead to less handling of the products.  
 
SCA is responsible for the quality of the product even when a distributor outside the company 
deliver, handle the products. To get better control of when the transport is coming to the 
terminal to load the products SCA could create a full service system to have full control over 
the products until they are delivered to the customer. They can also due to this system better 
synchronise the incoming and outgoing transports. 
 
If the discount that the terminals give to the mills for every ton direct loaded should be 
replaced with a constant lower price for the handling of the goods Transforest would have the 
possibility to utilize the operations as they want. This will give the flexibility back to the 
terminals to decide how the want to work with the products. This will after some reviewing of 
the companies activities lead to a cost reduction for the handling of the goods. This cost 
reduction could lead to a further reduction of the price to the mills so they can se that 
removing the discount had a positive effect. It is important to create a win-win situation 
between the mills and Transforest because no one wants to change something without getting 
something back. A win-win philosophy is also needed to keep the good collaboration between 
the companies. 
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8 Discussion 
Direct deliveries and the conclusions drawn in the thesis will be discussed in this chapter. 

Suggestions on further research at Transforest are also presented. 

8.1 Conclusions  

If direct deliveries were performed the way it should be it would mean a reduction of the time 
the goods is handled. This is the preferable way of loading goods because it will decrease the 
risk of damages. It will also mean a reduction of cost because the handling of the reels is less. 
The way that the terminals work today is not according to the definition of direct delivery and 
cross docking. The reels are often moved around on the cassette and so is also the cassette it 
self. The terminals give the mills their discount for direct delivery for all goods that are 
registered in ISAC to have been loaded from a cassette regardless of the former handling. If 
the terminals would start to register only the reels that really are direct delivered the direct 
delivery percentage would decrease drastically.  
 
The new routines presented earlier in the report will make the operations in the terminals 
more effective but it will probably make it difficult for them to reach the direct delivery 
targets. If the new routines are introduced as a way of working in the terminals the direct 
delivery target should be reviewed. To have direct delivery as internal target might not be 
suited for the foreign terminals because they can not affect the outcome. To have targets 
which the terminal can influence would be more inspiring for the personnel. 
 
The amount of cassettes that can be loaded from when using the new routines will decrease. 
By discharging reels that are not for direct delivery the number of production orders standing 
on the cassette can be reduced to three or less so it fulfils the new routines for direct loading. 
This will mean that more than 75,9 % of the cassettes that arrives to the terminal in Rotterdam 
can be used for direct deliveries. 
 
The terminals should have the possibility to disregard the routines if special circumstances 
appear which they do not have any control over.  If the routine creates a conflict with other 
routines in the terminal a decision has to be made upon which of the routines that will be 
prioritised, for example economic factors. 
 
The average time for the reels in stock in the terminals differs. The time that the LWC reels 
stand in Tilbury is seven days longer than in Rotterdam. One of the reasons for this is that the 
sales offices for the customers in Brittan so frequently orders reels one week before they 
should. If the ordering of the reels would be done as it is intended to be the time that the 
cassettes have to stay in Tilbury would be reduced. The time could not be reduced to one 
vessel departure but at least two. The cassettes are standing at the Tilbury terminal longer than 
necessary and take up warehouse space that should be empty. The empty space in the 
warehouse could be used to make the handling of the cassettes easier. The costs for personnel, 
trucks and cassettes would be decreased if the time that the cassettes are standing in the 
terminal could be reduced. 
 
Now the NP and LWC are standing in the terminals an average time of 15 days in Rotterdam 
and 15 in Tilbury. A reduction of the door-to-door time would mean that the warehouse space 
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needed for the products also would be reduced. The free space could be used for other 
products and increase the company revenue. 
 
The new routines for direct delivery were developed before the benchmarking in Lübeck was 
conducted. The result from the benchmarking strengthens the validation of the new routines. 
The new routines for the terminals in Rotterdam and in Tilbury have some similarities to the 
rules used in Lübeck. They only load from one cassette on to a lorry, minimum tons loaded 
from a cassette are 20 ton and the cassettes stand available for direct deliveries for two calls. 
 
Additional to the costs for direct deliveries presented above a discount of two Euros per ton is 
given to the mill by the terminal. The discount is not a cost but a reduction of the forwarding 
handling charge that the terminals receive for each ton handled in the terminal. Every direct 
loaded cargo should be at least two Euros cheaper to load than the ton loaded from bay if not 
to lose money on the direct delivery. The two Euros per ton direct delivered given to the mills 
are too high when comparing the cost calculated in the different cases. Even when the reels 
are loaded from one cassette the costs per ton are not two Euros cheaper. 
 
The time study was conducted during a short time. It represents only 11.5% of the loadings 
conducted during a year for those products in Rotterdam. A more detailed study during a 
longer time period is needed to get a more accurate picture over the loading procedure in 
Rotterdam. The result from the time study is in this thesis used as guideline for how the 
loading of these products look like in Rotterdam. The cost calculations and the time study are 
used to create a simplified picture over the reality at the terminal in Rotterdam. The time 
study results have been used as a compliment to the interviews to strengthen and validate the 
new routines.  

8.2 Further research 

A study is needed to investigate a way to have a better control over the cassettes, where they 
are, where they are needed and what they cost. With a better control, the amount of cassettes 
could be reduced and also the cost for lack of cassettes. When more information about the 
cassettes is available the time that the cassettes stand in the terminals should be reviewed and 
more suited routines can be developed. 
 
Look at the routines on how the sales offices order the products to see how they affect the 
terminals and if the routines can be more suited to the way the terminals work. Look for a way 
to eliminate the systematically pre-ordering that occurs when the customers and the sales 
office build in a security margin. This phenomenon can especially be found at the British 
sales offices and affect the operations at the terminal. The sales offices can offer better 
customer service but it gives great negative consequences on the other efficiency variables, 
logistic cost and tied up capital. 
 
A closer look at the discounts that the terminals give to the mills is needed. Should they still 
give any discounts or should they develop new targets that are better suited to the reality that 
the companies operate in? If Transforest deicide still to give a discount to the mills, should it 
be changed so it gives more flexibility back to the terminals? The ton of goods direct loaded is 
not the most appropriate basis for a discount because the terminal can not affect the outcome. 
Transforest should encourage the mill and the sales offices to a shorter door-to-door time for 
the products.  
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Appendix 1 - Loading instructions from Optimload 
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Appendix 2 - A loading instruction for direct delivery at the Rotterdam

     Terminal 
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Appendix 3 - Questionnaires used to conduct the time study 
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DIRECT LOADING 

Internal ref:  

Start time loading: Date:

End time loading: 

Number of people working with loading the lorry:

Waiting time for delivering cassettes to shed:

Loading only from cassette: Loading only from shed: Loading combination:      

Proceed with B + C Proceed with C Proceed with A, B + C

A When it is a combination ---> split time between Cassette: (in minutes)

loading from Cassette and Shed:

Shed: (in minutes)

B Cassette nr Amount of orders on Amount of reels  Amount of reels  Mixed on cassette Under other orders In the middle
cassette placed in shed shifted on cassette (Yes or No) (Yes or No) (Yes or No)

1

2

3

4

5

C Other comments:



Date:

First call Deliver time Cassette nr from to 



Appendix 4 - The division of the products and orders on the cassettes during the period of 8th of September to the 21st of November

Voyage Cassettes Number of cassettes 1 order 2 orders 3 orders 4 orders 5 orders 6 orders 7 orders 8 orders 9 orders 10 orders 11 orders 12 orders 13 orders 14 orders

N6362 LWC 24 15 4 3 1 1
NP 3 1 1 1

Mixed 6 2 2 1 1
N6371 LWC 24 12 7 3 2 1

NP 5 3 2
Mixed 6 1 2 1 1

N6372 LWC 13 5 2 3 1 2 1
NP 21 11 6 2 1

Mixed 11 2 2 1 3 1 2
N6381 LWC 12 9 2 1

NP 4 1 2 1
Mixed 7 1 1 1 2 1

N6382 LWC 7 2 2 1 1 1
NP 2 1 1

Mixed 4 1 2 1
N6391 LWC 24 13 6 1 3 1

NP 9 2 4 2 1
Mixed 4 1 1 1 1

N6392 LWC 19 8 3 2 1 2 1 1 1
NP 2 1 1

Mixed 6 1 2 1 2
N6401 LWC 17 11 2 1 1 1 1

NP 13 5 4 4
Mixed 7 1 2 1 1 1 1

N6402 LWC 3 1 1 1
NP 7 5 1 1

Mixed 4 2 1 1
N6411 LWC 25 18 4 1 1 1

NP 9 8 1
Mixed 8 3 1 3 1

N6412 LWC 25 12 5 4 2 1 1
NP 10 5 2 2 1

Mixed 4 1 2 1
N6421 LWC 19 9 4 2 3 1

NP 1 1
Mixed 5 1 3 1

N6422 LWC 9 4 2 2 1
NP 11 8 2 1 1

Mixed 6 1 1 2 1
N6431 LWC 26 16 2 2 3

NP 17 12 5 1 1
Mixed 7 1 1 2 1 1 1

N6432 LWC 22 11 3 3 1 1 1 1 1
NP 11 7 3 1

Mixed 5 1 2 1 1
N6441 LWC 28 13 8 3 2 2

NP 14 8 4 1
Mixed 4 1 1 1 1

N6442 LWC 15 5 3 3 1 1 2
NP 16 9 5 1 1

Mixed 7 2 1 1 1 1 1
N6451 LWC 9 3 5 1

NP 18 10 6 1 1
Mixed 9 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1

N6452 LWC 22 8 8 2 2 1 1
NP 15 9 3 2 1

Mixed 5 1 1 1 1 1
N6461 LWC 9 2 3 3 1

NP 15 12 3
Mixed 7 1 2 1 1 1 1

N6462 LWC 18 5 7 3 2 1
NP 7 4 2 1

Mixed 5 2 2 1
N6471 LWC 23 15 4 1 3

NP 24 15 5 1 2 1
Mixed 5 1 2 1 1



Appendix 5 - Time study result for loding from cassette

Voyage Internref. Loading date Loading time Cassettes Orders loaded Reels loaded Orders on C Reels moved Waiting time C Weight Ton/min Reels/min Personnel Product Notes:

6401 61004093 2006-10-09 20 6185 1 39 1 26,854 1,34 1,95 1 NP

6401 61009077 2006-10-10 15 5180 1 19 1 25,633 1,71 1,27 1 NP

6402 61010074 2006-10-11 25 5214 1 15 2 26,758 1,07 0,60 1 LWC

6402 61011011 2006-10-12 25 6281 1 19 4 22,395 0,90 0,76 1 LWC

6402 61011009 2006-10-13 35 6206 1 42 1 26,566 0,76 1,20 1 NP Education

6411 61013062 2006-10-16 24 5698 1 17 1 3 26,420 1,10 0,71 1 NP

6411 61013086 2006-10-16 20 6152 1 17 1 26,280 1,31 0,85 1 NP

6412 61013206 2006-10-18 15 5258 1 12 3 40 25,046 1,67 0,80 1 LWC Cassette still lashed 

6412 61016118 2006-10-19 15 5265 1 14 2 3 26,100 1,74 0,93 1 LWC

6421 61019007 2006-10-19 10 6181 1 20 1 5 26,688 2,67 2,00 2 NP

6421 61017162 2006-10-23 85 5273 1 17 4 5 23,742 0,28 0,20 1 LWC

6421 61018051 2006-10-23 20 5513 1 13 2 23,161 1,16 0,65 1 LWC

6422 61023046 2006-10-24 30 5034 1 15 1 26,364 0,88 0,50 1 LWC

6422 61024106 2006-10-25 30 5211 1 20 1 2 27,737 0,92 0,67 1 NP

6422 61024115 2006-10-25 45 5170 1 22 1 26,892 0,60 0,49 1 LWC

6422 61024116 2006-10-25 22 5170 2 15 3 3 27,107 1,23 0,68 1 LWC Reels were placed under other reels

6422 61024110 2006-10-26 20 5884 1 20 1 2 27,744 1,39 1,00 1 NP

6422 61023072 2006-10-26 23 5745 1 18 3 3 24,897 1,08 0,78 1 NP

6422 61023067 2006-10-26 30 5745 2 21 2 10 25,688 0,86 0,70 1 LWC

6422 61020119 2006-10-26 15 5796 1 9 4 2 7,604 0,51 0,60 1 LWC

6422 61020114 2006-10-26 20 6239 1 9 2 24,62 1,23 0,45 1 LWC

6422 61020116 2006-10-26 15 6239 1 9 2 8 24,668 1,64 0,60 1 LWC

6422 61026130 2006-10-27 25 5066 1 20 1 3 27,627 1,11 0,80 1 NP

6401 61004087 2006-10-09 30 6360 1 2 9 2,51 0,88 0,70 1 LWC Same order on the two cassettes
61004087 2006-10-09 5828 1 19 2 23,802

6401 61004101 2006-10-09 25 5042 1 10 7 12 4 8,562 0,52 0,52 1 LWC Reels placed in the middle of the cassette
61004101 2006-10-09 6360 1 3 8 3 4,475

6402 61010085 2006-10-11 30 6281 2 24 7 6 25,461 0,88 0,83 1 LWC Reels placed under other reels
61010085 2006-10-11 5314 1 1 6 2 0,949 One order on two cassettes

6411 61010214 2006-10-16 25 5609 1 4 7 4,334 0,61 0,56 1 LWC Same order on two cassettes
61010214 2006-10-16 5119 1 10 8 2 10,946 Reels placed in the meddle of the cassette

6411 61013054 2006-10-16 25 5119 1 5 12 1 4,062 0,70 0,84 1 NP Same order on two cassettes
61013054 2006-10-16 6202 1 16 7 2 13,403

6411 61012062 2006-10-16 22 5119 1 2 12 11 1,844 1,34 0,64 1 LWC Reels placed in the middle of the cassette
61012062 2006-10-16 5714 1 12 1 27,722

6412 61013205 2006-10-18 15 5127 1 6 4 6 30 10,485 1,01 0,67 1 LWC Cassette still lashed
61013205 2006-10-18 5131 1 4 9 3 4,708

6412 61017026 2006-10-18 25 6316 1 13 8 45 14,309 0,87 0,80 1 NP Cassette still lashed, same order on two cassettes
61017026 2006-10-18 6186 1 7 7 1 7,366 The order was placed in the middle on both cassettes

6421 61020041 2006-10-23 45 5675 1 21 5 11,104 0,58 0,67 1 NP
61020042 2006-10-23 5759 1 9 2 10 15,113

6421 61020010 2006-10-23 20 6286 1 2 4 10 3,606 0,36 0,20 1 LWC Same order on the cassettes
61020010 2006-10-23 5057 1 2 6 3,631

6422 61024111 2006-10-26 20 6066 1 12 1 2 6,066 0,60 1,00 1 NP Same order on the cassettes
61024111 2006-10-26 5884 1 8 1 5,884

6422 61024109 2006-10-26 25 5884 1 8 1 11,131 1,11 0,80 1 NP Same order on the cassettes
61024109 2006-10-26 6066 1 12 1 16,511

6422 61004097 2006-10-09 40 5298 1 2 3 25 1,351 0,67 0,98 1 NP Cassettes still lashed
61004097 2006-10-09 5649 1 16 3 11,088 same order on the three cassettes
61004097 2006-10-09 6185 1 21 1 14,46



Appendix 6 - Time study result for the mixed loads 
 

See the following page. 



Voyage Internref: Loading date Loading time C Cassettes Orders loaded Reels loaded Orders on C Reels moved Waiting time C Weight Ton/min C Reels/min C Loading time B Orders loaded Reels loaded Bays Weight Ton/min B Reels/min B Tot reels/min Tot ton/min Personnel Product Notes:

6401 61006140 2006-10-10 15 5298 1 16 2 5 13,023 0,87 1,07 10 1 6 1 4,878 0,49 0,60 0,83 0,68 1 NP Same order in bay as on cassette

6401 61006142 2006-10-10 15 5042 2 11 2 5 14,030 0,94 0,73 10 2 10 3 10,862 1,09 1,00 0,87 1,01 1 LWC Two orders both in bay and cassette, one order only in bay
Two lodinginstructions +061006141

6402 61012036 2006-10-12 20 5387 1 14 5 4 14,468 0,72 0,70 15 3 9 3 9,643 0,64 0,60 0,65 0,68 1 LWC/NP Reels under other reels
Two loadinginstructions+ 061012046

6402 61010086 2006-10-11 13 6219 1 34 1 24,742 1,90 2,62 7 1 6 1 4,255 0,61 0,86 1,74 1,26 1 NP

6402 62020084 2006-10-11 5 5780 1 9 2 12,590 2,52 1,80 10 1 9 1 12,56 1,26 0,90 1,35 1,89 1 LWC

6402 61011016 2006-10-12 10 5387 1 15 4 14,160 1,42 1,50 10 1 11 1 10,219 1,02 1,10 1,30 1,22 1 NP Same order in bay as on cassette

6402 61011010 2006-10-13 25 6206 1 38 1 5 24,094 0,96 1,52 5 1 4 1 2,52 0,50 0,80 1,16 0,73 1 NP Same order in bay as on cassette

6411 61012064 2006-10-16 5 5456 1 5 7 15 4,633 0,93 1,00 20 1 21 2 18,676 0,93 1,05 1,03 0,93 1 LWC

6411 61013046 2006-10-17 46 5635 2 37 4 24,301 0,53 0,80 4 1 2 1 1,219 0,30 0,50 0,65 0,42 1 NP Reels mixed on cassette, one order in bay and on one cassette

6411 61013055 2006-10-16 25 6359 1 27 5 5 20,710 0,83 1,08 2 1 3 1 2,777 1,39 1,50 1,29 1,11 1 LWC/NP Two loadinginstructions +061013056

6411 61012056 2006-10-16 10 5335 1 8 4 15 10,078 1,01 0,80 10 1 8 1 9,978 1,00 0,80 0,80 1,00 1 LWC Two loadinginstructions +061012055

6412 61016122 2006-10-19 10 5265 1 10 2 18,702 1,87 1,00 5 1 4 1 7,472 1,49 0,80 0,90 1,68 1 LWC Same order in bay as in cassette

6412 61017039 2006-10-20 3 6167 1 2 2 2 2,339 0,78 0,67 62 2 26 2 27,142 0,44 0,42 0,54 0,61 1 NP It took 30 minutes to separate the reels in bay

6412 61019044 2006-10-20 17 5742 1 7 2 5 17,546 1,03 0,41 3 1 2 1 5,035 1,68 0,67 0,54 1,36 1 LWC

6412 61017040 2006-10-20 8 6167 1 8 2 5 9,312 1,16 1,00 32 2 20 2 19,41 0,61 0,63 0,81 0,89 1 NP

6412 61003172 2006-10-20 3 6186 1 3 1 2 5,145 1,72 1,00 22 1 12 1 20,814 0,95 0,55 0,77 1,33 1 LWC Same order in bay as on cassette

6422 61025030 2006-10-26 15 5529 1 6 7 7,184 0,48 0,40 20 1 11 1 13,264 0,66 0,55 0,48 0,57 1 LWC Same order in bay as on cassette

6422 61025032 2006-10-26 5 6239 1 4 2 4,917 0,98 0,80 15 1 8 1 9,743 0,65 0,53 0,67 0,82 1 LWC Same order in bay as on cassette

6401 60929084 2006-10-09 20 6360 1 5 3 9,391 0,85 0,45 5 1 2 1 3,794 0,76 0,40 0,43 0,80 1 LWC Same order in bay as on cassette
60929084 2006-10-09 5080 1 4 7 12 7,514 The reels are placed in the middle of the cassette

6401 61004102 2006-10-09 31 5411 1 6 2 17 4,130 0,21 0,26 19 2 25 2 20,041 1,05 1,32 0,79 0,63 1 LWC/NP Waiting time caused by cassettes blocking the way
61006097 2006-10-09 6360 1 2 9 2,526 One order both in bay and on one cassette, 3 loadinginstructions

6411 61013050 2006-10-17 12 5388 1 2 5 37 1,872 2,27 1,08 3 1 1 1 2,335 0,78 0,33 0,71 1,52 2 LWC Computer problem in translifter, Total loading time 50 minutes
61013050 2006-10-17 5903 1 11 1 25,378 Three loadinginstructions +061004104

6421 61019104 2006-10-23 20 5273 1 2 4 2 10 2,354 1,18 1,00 5 1 2 1 2,338 0,47 0,40 0,70 0,82 1 LWC Same order in bay as on the cassettes
61019104 2006-10-23 5748 1 18 4 21,264

6401 61004090 2006-10-09 40 5039 1 40 2 25 19,775 0,56 1,13 5 2 7 1 3,479 0,70 1,40 1,26 0,63 1 NP Total time 65 minutes, long waiting time
61004090 2006-10-09 5042 1 1 10 0,487 One order both in bay and on two cassettes
61004090 2006-10-09 5854 1 4 10 1,993 One order both in bay and on a cassette

6401 61004091 2006-10-09 43 5854 1 7 9 3,216 0,59 1,28 2 1 1 1 0,46 0,23 0,50 0,89 0,41 1 NP One order both in bay and on two cassettes
61004091 2006-10-09 5042 1 8 8 3,630
61004091 2006-10-09 5039 1 40 1 18,334

6412 61016133 2006-10-19 15 5131 1 1 9 4 2,720 0,78 0,40 10 1 5 1 13,512 1,35 0,50 0,45 1,06 1 LWC Reels placed in the middle of the cassette
61016133 2006-10-19 6316 1 3 8 5,334 one order both in bay and on one of the cassettes
61016133 2006-10-19 6186 1 2 7 2 3,609 one order placed on two cassettes

6412 61019027 2006-10-20 8 5216 1 2 5 6 1,542 0,76 1,00 17 2 23 2 17,531 1,03 1,35 1,18 0,90 1 NP One order from one bay and one cassette
61019027 2006-10-20 6186 1 5 4 3,762 One order from two bays and two cassettes
61019027 2006-10-20 5930 1 1 5 0,787

6422 61017161 2006-10-23 40 5675 1 7 3 4,267 0,39 0,53 1 1 1 1 1,047 1,05 1,00 0,76 0,72 1 NP/LWC One order on two cassettes
61017161 2006-10-23 5238 1 8 6 4,900 One order in bay as on one of the cassettes
61013219 2006-10-23 5443 1 6 3 6,246



Appendix 7 - Time study result for loading from bay

Internref. Loading date Loading time Orders loaded Reels loaded Weight Bays Reels/min Ton/min Personnel Product Notes:

60927012 2006-10-09 45 1 37 25,605 3 0,82 0,57 1 NP All reels loaded on belly, needs turning
61004085 2006-10-09 25 3 26 23,307 4 1,04 0,93 1 LWC
61004086 2006-10-09 20 1 30 26,213 1 1,50 1,31 1 LWC
60925077 2006-10-10 25 1 13 25,529 2 0,52 1,02 1 LWC
61009078 2006-10-10 35 1 21 26,458 1 0,60 0,76 1 LWC
61010065 2006-10-10 30 1 21 26,024 1 0,70 0,87 1 LWC
60927009 2006-10-10 30 2 34 24,765 1 1,13 0,83 1 LWC
60918161 2006-10-10 35 1 50 25,683 1 1,43 0,73 1 NP
61009023 2006-10-11 30 1 15 23,519 1 0,50 0,78 1 LWC
61011043 2006-10-11 45 1 23 24,172 1 0,51 0,54 1 NP Extra long time caused by computer problem in Clamptruck
61009028 2006-10-11 15 6 8 10,302 1 0,53 0,69 1 LWC
60929079 2006-10-11 15 1 9 10,972 1 0,60 0,73 1 LWC
61010080 2006-10-11 15 1 14 11,681 1 0,93 0,78 1 LWC
61009029 2006-10-12 15 3 7 6,163 3 0,47 0,41 1 NP
61005069 2006-10-12 5 1 3 5,725 1 0,60 1,15 1 LWC
61011013 2006-10-12 15 1 10 24,406 1 0,67 1,63 1 LWC
61011080 2006-10-12 15 1 10 24,087 1 0,67 1,61 1 LWC
61012043 2006-10-12 35 2 24 24,714 2 0,69 0,71 1 NP
61012045 2006-10-12 40 2 31 27,074 2 0,78 0,68 1 LWC
61011018 2006-10-12 30 2 25 25,158 2 0,83 0,84 1 LWC
61011127 2006-10-12 25 1 24 25,044 1 0,96 1,00 1 NP
61011125 2006-10-12 25 2 24 24,687 2 0,96 0,99 1 NP
61011008 2006-10-12 20 1 20 21,599 1 1,00 1,08 1 NP
61010070 2006-10-12 20 2 20 26,363 2 1,00 1,32 1 LWC
61011018 2006-10-12 20 1 24 24,297 1 1,20 1,21 1 LWC
61003176 2006-10-12 15 1 21 25,282 1 1,40 1,69 1 LWC
61012047 2006-10-12 18 2 27 22,701 3 1,50 1,26 1 LWC
61011123 2006-10-12 25 2 40 28,742 2 1,60 1,15 1 NP
61010216 2006-10-13 25 1 9 24,908 1 0,36 1,00 1 LWC Education
61012061 2006-10-13 14 2 6 7,692 2 0,43 0,55 1 LWC
61012108 2006-10-13 43 1 19 25,499 2 0,44 0,59 1 NP Education
61011019 2006-10-13 27 1 14 26,544 1 0,52 0,98 1 LWC Education
61010217 2006-10-13 15 1 9 24,786 1 0,60 1,65 1 LWC
61013034 2006-10-13 35 1 24 25,048 2 0,69 0,72 1 NP
61003243 2006-10-13 10 1 7 7,409 1 0,70 0,74 1 LWC
61011003 2006-10-13 30 1 22 20,692 2 0,73 0,69 1 LWC
61012059 2006-10-13 5 1 4 9,68 1 0,80 1,94 1 LWC
61012054 2006-10-13 6 1 5 5,984 1 0,83 1,00 1 LWC
61012112 2006-10-13 42 1 38 25,257 1 0,90 0,60 1 NP Loaded by means of palletcarrier (1 by 1)
61012060 2006-10-13 10 2 11 24,662 2 1,10 2,47 1 LWC
61012037 2006-10-13 20 3 22 26,48 3 1,10 1,32 1 LWC
61012063 2006-10-13 36 2 40 29,103 2 1,11 0,81 1 NP
61012050 2006-10-13 25 2 29 23,867 2 1,16 0,95 1 NP Two loading instructions
61013160 2006-10-13 14 2 20 26,39 1 1,43 1,89 1 LWC
61013072 2006-10-16 25 2 22 27,184 2 0,88 1,09 1 LWC
61016035 2006-10-16 20 1 24 29,057 1 1,20 1,45 1 LWC
61016150 2006-10-17 35 1 19 26,547 1 0,54 0,76 1 NP
61016029 2006-10-17 30 1 19 26,544 1 0,63 0,88 1 LWC
61016156 2006-10-17 25 1 20 28,845 1 0,80 1,15 1 NP
61016017 2006-10-17 35 2 28 27,57 2 0,80 0,79 1 LWC/NP Two loading instructions
61013162 2006-10-17 25 1 22 27,072 1 0,88 1,08 1 LWC
61017018 2006-10-17 30 2 29 29,743 2 0,97 0,99 1 LWC/NP Two loading instructions
61013078 2006-10-17 22 1 22 27,006 1 1,00 1,23 1 LWC
61013083 2006-10-17 25 1 29 27,014 1 1,16 1,08 2 LWC
61016025 2006-10-17 10 1 12 10,677 1 1,20 1,07 1 LWC
61016155 2006-10-17 30 1 40 28,607 1 1,33 0,95 1 NP
61016024 2006-10-17 7 1 10 7,94 1 1,43 1,13 1 NP
61016008 2006-10-18 25 2 18 23,226 2 0,72 0,93 1 NP One orders placed in two bays
61016019 2006-10-18 25 1 20 22,304 2 0,80 0,89 1 LWC
61016131 2006-10-18 15 3 15 22,037 1 1,00 1,47 1 LWC
61016024 2006-10-18 20 1 30 24,144 1 1,50 1,21 1 NP
61016130 2006-10-19 30 1 19 26,518 3 0,63 0,88 1 LWC
61018067 2006-10-19 15 1 16 22,312 1 1,07 1,49 1 LWC
61017197 2006-10-20 25 2 17 21,46 2 0,68 0,86 1 LWC
61018078 2006-10-20 20 3 21 21,954 3 1,05 1,10 1 LWC



Appendix 8 - Translifter movements

Date Call time Delivery time Minutes

2006-10-09 07:40 07:46 6
2006-10-09 07:40 08:00 20
2006-10-09 07:40 08:15 35
2006-10-09 07:40 08:15 35
2006-10-09 07:41 07:56 15
2006-10-09 07:41 07:58 17
2006-10-09 07:41 08:02 21
2006-10-09 07:43 08:06 23
2006-10-09 07:43 08:21 38
2006-10-09 08:10 08:12 2
2006-10-09 08:25 08:26 1
2006-10-09 08:25 08:26 1
2006-10-09 08:25 08:30 5
2006-10-09 08:25 08:32 7
2006-10-09 08:26 08:30 4
2006-10-09 09:20 09:27 7
2006-10-09 09:50 09:55 5
2006-10-09 09:50 10:00 10
2006-10-09 09:50 10:04 14
2006-10-09 09:55 09:56 1
2006-10-09 10:30 10:35 5
2006-10-09 10:45 10:46 1
2006-10-09 10:46 10:47 1
2006-10-09 10:47 10:48 1
2006-10-09 10:47 10:49 2
2006-10-09 11:03 11:05 2
2006-10-09 11:10 11:12 2
2006-10-09 12:45 12:50 5
2006-10-09 12:45 12:53 8
2006-10-09 14:12 14:14 2
2006-10-09 14:12 14:20 8
2006-10-09 14:15 14:18 3
2006-10-09 14:19 14:24 5
2006-10-09 14:26 14:32 6
2006-10-09 14:32 14:40 8
2006-10-09 14:57 14:59 2
2006-10-09 14:57 15:05 8
2006-10-09 15:15 15:16 1
2006-10-09 15:15 15:17 2
2006-10-10 07:38 07:42 4
2006-10-10 08:05 08:07 2
2006-10-10 08:07 08:09 2
2006-10-10 10:02 10:06 4
2006-10-10 10:24 10:28 4
2006-10-10 10:37 10:40 3
2006-10-10 10:45 10:48 3
2006-10-10 10:51 10:54 3
2006-10-10 10:58 11:05 7
2006-10-10 11:10 11:16 6
2006-10-10 11:21 11:27 6
2006-10-10 13:05 13:07 2
2006-10-10 13:18 13:25 7
2006-10-10 13:45 13:48 3
2006-10-10 14:15 14:16 1
2006-10-10 14:25 14:31 6
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2006-10-10 14:26 14:28 2
2006-10-10 14:50 14:54 4
2006-10-10 14:51 14:56 5
2006-10-12 09:32 09:34 2
2006-10-12 10:47 10:51 4
2006-10-12 12:50 12:55 5
2006-10-12 12:55 13:00 5
2006-10-12 13:05 13:07 2
2006-10-12 13:40 13:44 4
2006-10-12 13:40 13:46 6
2006-10-12 13:55 13:57 2
2006-10-12 14:03 14:06 3
2006-10-13 07:45 07:48 3
2006-10-13 08:20 08:24 4
2006-10-13 08:25 08:30 5
2006-10-13 08:30 08:35 5
2006-10-13 08:45 08:55 10
2006-10-13 09:02 09:10 8
2006-10-13 09:35 09:39 4
2006-10-13 09:45 09:48 3
2006-10-13 09:49 09:51 2
2006-10-13 09:52 09:55 3
2006-10-13 09:55 09:58 3
2006-10-13 09:56 09:59 3
2006-10-13 09:59 10:02 3
2006-10-13 10:00 10:05 5
2006-10-13 10:05 10:06 1
2006-10-13 10:08 10:09 1
2006-10-13 10:11 10:15 4
2006-10-13 10:15 10:20 5
2006-10-13 10:17 10:25 8
2006-10-13 10:27 10:29 2
2006-10-13 10:31 10:35 4
2006-10-13 10:35 10:39 4
2006-10-13 10:41 10:45 4
2006-10-13 10:46 10:49 3
2006-10-13 10:51 10:56 5
2006-10-13 10:57 10:59 2
2006-10-13 11:01 11:05 4
2006-10-13 11:06 11:08 2
2006-10-13 11:10 11:14 4
2006-10-13 11:14 11:16 2
2006-10-13 11:16 11:18 2
2006-10-13 11:18 11:20 2
2006-10-13 11:19 11:24 5
2006-10-13 11:20 11:21 1
2006-10-13 11:25 11:29 4
2006-10-13 12:40 12:50 10
2006-10-13 12:40 12:50 10
2006-10-13 12:50 12:51 1
2006-10-13 12:51 12:54 3
2006-10-13 13:15 13:16 1
2006-10-13 13:15 13:18 3
2006-10-13 13:35 13:37 2
2006-10-13 13:55 13:57 2
2006-10-13 14:01 14:03 2
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2006-10-13 14:15 14:17 2
2006-10-13 14:20 14:22 2
2006-10-13 14:24 14:26 2
2006-10-13 14:35 14:37 2
2006-10-13 14:45 14:47 2
2006-10-13 14:50 14:52 2
2006-10-13 15:15 15:20 5
2006-10-16 07:37 07:57 20
2006-10-16 09:22 09:28 6
2006-10-16 09:22 09:29 7
2006-10-16 09:22 09:35 13
2006-10-16 09:56 10:12 16
2006-10-16 10:00 10:15 15
2006-10-16 10:29 10:31 2
2006-10-16 11:15 11:28 13
2006-10-16 11:30 11:31 1
2006-10-16 12:50 12:55 5
2006-10-16 12:58 13:07 9
2006-10-16 12:58 13:20 22
2006-10-16 13:10 13:12 2
2006-10-16 13:25 13:26 1
2006-10-16 13:27 13:35 8
2006-10-16 13:35 13:40 5
2006-10-16 13:35 13:45 10
2006-10-16 13:35 13:50 15
2006-10-16 13:50 13:58 8
2006-10-16 14:00 14:10 10
2006-10-16 14:00 14:11 11
2006-10-16 14:10 14:20 10
2006-10-16 14:35 14:42 7
2006-10-16 14:35 14:50 15
2006-10-16 15:35 15:37 2
2006-10-16 15:37 15:40 3
2006-10-17 07:45 08:00 15
2006-10-17 07:45 08:05 20
2006-10-17 08:45 08:47 2
2006-10-17 10:00 10:05 5
2006-10-17 11:05 11:07 2
2006-10-17 12:50 12:51 1
2006-10-17 13:08 13:09 1
2006-10-17 14:03 14:04 1
2006-10-18 13:00 13:11 11
2006-10-18 13:01 13:25 24
2006-10-18 13:02 13:28 26
2006-10-18 13:29 13:37 8
2006-10-18 13:30 13:45 15
2006-10-18 14:40 14:57 17
2006-10-18 14:41 14:58 17
2006-10-18 14:42 15:00 18
2006-10-18 15:15 15:28 13
2006-10-19 08:00 08:10 10
2006-10-19 08:00 08:12 12
2006-10-19 08:00 08:15 15
2006-10-19 08:10 08:12 2
2006-10-19 08:10 08:12 2
2006-10-19 08:14 08:16 2
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2006-10-19 08:15 08:20 5
2006-10-19 08:20 08:25 5
2006-10-19 08:40 08:45 5
2006-10-19 09:25 09:28 3
2006-10-19 09:25 09:30 5
2006-10-19 10:12 10:20 8
2006-10-19 10:12 10:28 16
2006-10-19 10:40 10:45 5
2006-10-19 10:40 10:45 5
2006-10-19 10:40 10:49 9
2006-10-19 10:40 10:50 10
2006-10-19 10:45 10:46 1
2006-10-19 11:00 11:08 8
2006-10-19 11:00 11:12 12
2006-10-19 11:00 11:18 18
2006-10-19 11:05 11:20 15
2006-10-19 11:05 11:25 20
2006-10-19 12:45 12:48 3
2006-10-19 12:45 12:50 5
2006-10-19 12:45 13:00 15
2006-10-19 13:05 13:10 5
2006-10-19 13:05 13:15 10
2006-10-19 13:05 13:17 12
2006-10-19 13:16 13:18 2
2006-10-19 13:16 13:21 5
2006-10-19 13:50 13:52 2
2006-10-19 13:53 13:55 2
2006-10-19 13:55 13:57 2
2006-10-19 13:56 13:59 3
2006-10-19 14:00 14:05 5
2006-10-19 14:00 14:07 7
2006-10-19 14:02 14:05 3
2006-10-19 14:04 14:05 1
2006-10-19 14:30 14:35 5
2006-10-19 14:30 14:40 10
2006-10-19 15:09 15:10 1
2006-10-20 07:48 07:51 3
2006-10-20 08:24 08:27 3
2006-10-20 08:26 08:29 3
2006-10-20 09:25 09:29 4
2006-10-20 09:25 09:33 8
2006-10-20 09:36 09:38 2
2006-10-20 09:54 09:56 2
2006-10-20 10:00 10:02 2
2006-10-20 10:56 11:00 4
2006-10-20 10:56 11:02 6
2006-10-20 11:14 11:16 2
2006-10-20 11:14 11:18 4
2006-10-20 11:14 11:19 5
2006-10-20 12:37 12:39 2
2006-10-20 12:39 12:41 2
2006-10-20 13:40 13:45 5
2006-10-23 08:40 08:43 3
2006-10-23 09:40 10:14 34
2006-10-23 09:45 09:46 1
2006-10-23 10:15 10:16 1
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2006-10-23 10:48 11:15 27
2006-10-23 10:50 11:00 10
2006-10-23 11:02 11:03 1
2006-10-23 12:40 12:45 5
2006-10-23 12:40 13:03 23
2006-10-23 12:45 12:47 2
2006-10-23 12:45 12:50 5
2006-10-23 13:45 13:47 2
2006-10-23 13:45 13:55 10
2006-10-23 14:04 14:10 6
2006-10-23 15:35 15:40 5
2006-10-24 07:35 07:46 11
2006-10-24 08:07 08:15 8
2006-10-24 09:42 09:46 4
2006-10-24 09:46 10:29 43
2006-10-24 10:30 10:32 2
2006-10-24 10:42 10:45 3
2006-10-24 10:54 11:00 6
2006-10-24 14:45 14:50 5
2006-10-24 14:45 14:57 12
2006-10-24 15:05 15:12 7
2006-10-26 08:00 08:03 3
2006-10-26 08:27 08:32 5
2006-10-26 08:27 08:33 6
2006-10-26 09:24 09:26 2
2006-10-26 09:24 09:27 3
2006-10-26 09:24 09:33 9
2006-10-26 09:44 09:48 4
2006-10-26 10:04 10:13 9
2006-10-26 10:53 10:56 3
2006-10-26 12:35 12:37 2
2006-10-26 12:36 12:39 3
2006-10-26 12:44 12:48 4
2006-10-26 12:57 13:01 4
2006-10-26 13:22 13:26 4
2006-10-26 13:27 13:31 4
2006-10-26 15:20 15:25 5
2006-10-27 07:51 07:56 5
2006-10-27 08:25 08:28 3
2006-10-27 08:41 08:45 4
2006-10-27 09:50 09:54 4
2006-10-27 13:53 13:56 3



Appendix 9 – The loading costs calculations 

 

The warehouse cost for the reels direct delivered 

The cost for the warehouse per m
2
  

The 54.500 m2 of warehouse space used in Rotterdam cost 1.823.000 Euros 2005. 
 
The warehouse cost per m2 is 33,45 Euros per year. 
1.823.000/ 54.500 = 33,45 
 
The warehouse space used to day when performing direct delivery 
The warehouse space used for the cassettes shed is 10.000 m2 and contains 100 cassette 
positions. The warehouse space used for 70% of SCA products are 15.000 m2.  
 
The warehouse space needed if all SCA goods placed in bay 
A cassette needs 30 m2 of floor space. 
2,5*12 = 30 
 
30% extra space is added for each cassette to give some space between the cassettes and for a 
small handling area. With 30% extra space for each cassette are the floor space needed 39 m2 
per cassette. 
1,3*30 = 39 
 
3.900 m2 of warehouse space is needed for a 100 cassettes if the cassette shed would not have 
to facilitate the direct delivery. 
100*39 = 3900 
 
The warehouse space needed to discharge a 100% of the SCA goods in to bay is 21,429 m2. 
15.000/0,7 = 21.429 
 
Comparing the warehouse space needed for the two scenarios 
(10.000+15.000) – (3.900+21.429) = -329 
 
The warehouse cost per ton direct delivered 
The cassette shed is 10.000 m2 to a cost of 33,45 Euros per m2 and contains 100 cassette 
positions, which gives each cassette position a cost of 3345 Euros per year and 9,16 Euros per 
day. 
(10.000*33,45)/100 = 3345 
3345/365 = 9,16 
 
The cost for the 41 cassette positions are constantly occupied by cassettes containing LWC 
and NP until the next vessel arrives. The cassettes that will be discharged in to bay stand an 
average of one day in the cassette shed. The direct loading cassettes are standing 71,43% 
longer in the cassette shed then the cassettes with goods for discharging in the shed. 
2,5/3,5 = 0,7143 
  
The cost for the 41 cassettes will therefore have a cost of 97.962,67 Euros per year more than 
the cassettes containing good for discharging in to shed. 
41*3345*0,7143 = 97.962,67 
 
46.272 ton of NP and 71.477 ton of LWC is expected to be direct delivered in 2007. 
The warehouse cost per ton direct delivered is 0,83 Euros. 
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97.962,67/(46.272+71.477) = 0,83 

The cassette cost 

The annual fixed cost per cassette 
A = Annual repayment 
K0 = Investment cost per cassette = 8.336,49 Euros 
n = depreciation time = 15 years 
r = discount rate = 10 % 
 
A=K0(r*(1+r)n)/((1+r)n-1) 
 
A= 8.336,49 (0,1*(1+0,1)15)/((1+0,1)15-1) 
 
The annual fixed cost is 1.096,03 Euros per cassette. 
 
Repair cost per cassette 
The budget for the repairs for 2007 is 94.409,83 Euros. 
The number of cassettes in the system 2007 is 1.443. 
 
94.409,83/1.443 = 65,43 Euros per cassette 
 
The repair cost is 65,43 Euros per cassette. 
 
Total cost per cassette per day 

(65,43+1.096,03)/365 = 3,18 Euros 
 
The cost for the extra cassettes caused by direct delivery 
The average number of cassettes sent to Rotterdam each voyage containing LWC and NP is 
41 cassettes. The shortest average time for the cassettes in the terminal is 3,5 days, until the 
next call. The average number of days that the cassettes stand in the terminal is 5 days. The 
possible reduction of the average number of days for the cassettes in the terminal is 1 day. 
 
The average number of cassettes standing in the terminal is 59 cassettes. 
(5/3,5)*41 = 59  
 
The number of cassettes in the terminal after the possible reduction is 47 cassettes. 
((5 – 1)/3,5)*41 = 47  
 
The extra cassettes needed to support the direct delivery are 12. 
59 – 47 = 12 
 
The cost for the extra cassettes is 13.937,52 Euros because there are constantly standing 12 
cassettes extra in the Rotterdam terminal. 
12 * 1.161,46 = 13.937,52 
 
The cost for the extra cassettes divided on the weight direct delivered 
46.272 ton of NP and 71.477 ton of LWC is expected to be direct delivered in 2007. 
 
13.937,52/(46.272+71.477) = 0,12 
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The cost for the extra cassettes caused by direct delivery per ton expected to be direct delivery 
is 0,12 Euros. 

The cost for loading the reels from a cassette on to the next goods carrier 

The cost per Clamptruck per hour: 17,25 Euros 
The cost per Translifter per hour: 35,20 Euros 
The cost per personnel per hour: 37,50 Euros 
 
The cost for the Clamptruck at work is 0,91 Euros per minute. 
(17,25 + 37,50)/60 = 0,91  
 
The cost for the Translifter at work is 1,21 Euros per minute. 
(35,20 + 37,50)/60 = 1,21 
 
The average time it takes to move a cassette is 3,01 minutes, result from the time study. This 
means that the two movements of the cassette that are necessary to load from a cassette costs 
7,29 Euros. 
1,21*3,01*2 = 7,29 

The warehouse cost for the reels standing in bay 

The total amount of SCA goods expected to pass through the bay area is 258.692 ton. 
The warehouse cost for keeping the reels in bay are 33,45 Euros per m2.  
The area used for the SCA products are 15.000 m2.  
 
The cost to keep the reels in bay is a cost of 1,94 Euros per ton. 
(15.000*33,45)/258.692 = 1,94 

The cost for discharging the reels in to bay 

The cost for moving the cassette from the cassette shed to the place for discharging and after 
it is empty removing it and placing it in an empty cassette stack is 7,29 Euros, two movements 
for the Translifter. See the calculations above. 
  
The cost for the Clamptruck at work is 0,91 Euros per minute. See the calculations above. 
 
It takes about 20 minutes to empty a full cassette of NP and 30 minutes to empty a full 
cassette of LWC in to bay for one person operating the Clamp truck. The average weight of a 
full cassette containing NP is 46,80 ton and for LWC it is 58,00 ton. The cost per ton NP 
discharged in to bay is 0,54 Euros and for LWC it is 0,60 Euros per ton. 
 
NP: (7,29 + (0,91*20))/ 46,80 = 0,54 
LWC: (7,29 + (0,91*30))/ 58,00 = 0,60 

The cost for loading the reels from bay on to the next goods carrier 

The cost for loading the reels from bay on to the lorry is 0,91 Euros per minute. See the 
calculations above. 


